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Selected As A Beet AB Ronud Kentucky Cenunentty Newspapeu

Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
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United Press

- WEATHER KENTUCKY • Highest 45 to
50 southwest, and 35 to 40
northeast portion. Cloudy tonight and Sunday. Lowest
tonight 28 to 34. Little
change in temperacure Sunday.

IN OUR 75th YEAR

Tigers Fall
Before Centra
City 98-64

Air Force Team To
Be In Murray Soon

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, February 6:1954

Mass Dog, Cat
Inoculation
Planned In Chicago

MURRAY POPULATION. -. 8.000

CAUGHT HER, BUT COULDN'T SAVE HER FROM DEATH

I drunk
officers:
iscuaa

Vol. LXX\TNo. 32

Soviet, Western Positions
i Analyzed By Correspondent

Air Force team vain be at
-* a:vs
State College 17 and IC
CHICAGO IPI-Federal experts
to give students informe'aere.
)
i , he Air Force pilot and including two of the world's top
authorities on rabies, prepared toaircr. es"
-vet' traininz
proUnited Press staff correspond- stance af his statements. He was
day to come to Chicago to aid in
grams.
°9
ent Henry Shapiro. a 'veteran not expected to agree to a scheme
the city's massive task of innocuThe Air
kently announcMoscow conaespondent, analyzes like Eden's which in the Western
The Murray High School Tigers ed complet.
Taping of the lating 600,000 dogs and cats against
in the following dispatch. the So- view, would have surely led to the
Were defeated by the Cent-al CifY program to pr.
e more training the disease.
viet and Western positions after organization of a pro-Western, anti
Dr. James H Steele, head of
team 98-64 in the basketball game for pilots at a reduction in cost
two weeks of foreign ministers' Soviet united Germany. And he
played last night at Murray, This to taxpayers. Main change was the communicable disease center
conferences in Berlin.
was certain that his proposals
was the 22nd win for Delmas introduction of a light plane IT-34. of the Public Health Service at
were equally unacceptable to the
fish's Golden Tide team with no 90 horsepower) phase of training Atlanta, Ga., offered to bring
West, or he would not have risked
defeats.
before students fly the 600 horse- team of scientists to help fight
suggesting the withdrawal of occuChicago's rabies emergency.
By HENRY SHAPIRO
The visiting team went into the power T-6.
Chicaao and Illinois authorities
forces from Eastern and
United Press Staff Correspondent pation
lead in the first quarter and were
The team will answer Murray
Western Germany "even prior to
never threatened throughout the College students' questions on all are taking drastic steps to halt ta
BERLIN
tlas- Eastern
circles the elections."
came with the Fcore at halftime aspects of the program Ofrciels serious outbreak of rabies among
today argued that there is still
In this he scored a propaganda
being 51-22 The third quarter will give information on type of dogs in the city and suburbs.
"hope" for some agreement on point. He did so again by compelNumerous persons have been
training and benefits after araduascore was 78-46.
Germany.
But
Western
sources
albitten-80
dog
and
cat bites were
ling Bidault's admission that GerMillard. and Hope. Central City tion.
most
unanimously agreed
that many would be free to get out of
In keeping with recent authoii- reported Thursday and one child
forward,: ripped the net for 28
"disengagement
on
Germany"
is
died
of
the disease.
the EDC. Opponents of the EDC
and 23 - points respectively for high aation by Congress for expansion
the only practical course left for
The state Agrieeltural Departin France are now making the
score honors for the evening. Alex- of the Air Force. officials announce
the
foreign
ministers
after
V. M. most of the argument that a rement has ordered that all dogs and
ander. Murray forward, and Wyatt. a need for additional trained and
Molotov's
last
two
pronouncements. armed
cats within the city limits be inGermany could
not be
Murray guard, hit the basket for capable fliers to meet an increase
The next immediate problem is forced to accept the collective connoculated against rabies. There
in aircraft production.
18 and 17 points respectively
to
find
a
formula for transition to trol of the European clammunity
Other than physical requirements are an estimated 350,000 dogs and
The Central City team will meet
the next point on the agenda-the and would be a great danger to
250.000 cats in Chicago.
Tilghman tonight to try for their qualifications for civilian appliAustrian problem-and still avoid France.
Steele said his team would probcants are that they are unmarried
23rd victory.
appearance of total breakdown of
citizens between 19 and 26 12 ably help set up mass innocula•
What Western observers found
the conference.
tion centers. He also proposed a
years old when they appPy
Central City
21 51 7e 98
"Molotov has not said his last strange in Molotov's manner is
three state plan to keep the disease
Officials
said
they
nrimarily
are
Murray
16 27 46 64
word." Eastern sources insist. "In that he left himself little scope
interested in enrolling college gra- from crossing Illinois border"
Central City 1941)
a sense." they said. "the confer- for maneuverability. He does not
Steele planned to include in his
duates
men
or
who
will
finish
Forwards. Millard 28 Hope t3
ence is only beginning." These seem to have prepared Rimself yet
college this semester but will take team Dr Ernest S. Tlerkel. The
Centers: C. Withrow 19 Ray 8
Eastern sources indicate that there to place the onus of Were of
applications from outstanding high two men are regarded as amoag
Guards: R. Withrow 16, Swim.still remains the opportunity to an agreement in Germany on
the world's tee rabies authorities.
• "hoot graduates
Western powers. However.
work out arrangements for improv- the
5. Lear 2. Ruby 3. Rebbiesen 4
The Atlanta center operates the
ing conditions in Berlin and easing Eastern sources do not yet admit
Mgmeav ibt I
world's largest rabies research
relations between Eastern and failure They talk as if there still
Forwards: Alexander IS. Garlaboratory
is plenty of time since MolGtev
Western Germany
land 13
Dr. Herman Bundensen, president
But there was every appearance himself warned against "the hasty
Center- Philtre* 4
of Chicaro's Board of Health, said
of finality in Molotov's reiteration acceptance" of the Eden election
Guards: Wyatt 17. Houston 4.
the city had not asked for federal
of the Potsdam principles on the. plan.
On 8.
assistance. However. he said the
neutralization of Germany.
BERLIN IP-Berlin•s men on experts would be welcome They
ROTH LEGS MEEK Benjamin Racenstein pleads WIth police to 'do something" as nis wife ties
Molotov's discourse on the WestThe New Concord Redbirds were the street-and the woman.
too- were expected to arrive next week
dying on a New York pavement He was returnifig from an errand for cigarets when he saw her
ern concept of elections sounded
the overwhelming victors In their have lost all hone that the
Mg
to
from
about
leap
75-foot-high
roof of their dwelling place. He tried to catch her, but was unable
like the classical exposition of the
Bundensen. meanwhile, issued a
basketball game Played last night Four conference will do anything
to break her fall enough. She reportedly suffered a nervous breakdown. (iniernettonai
Soviet view on "bourgeois democSoundpeoto)
with Salem at Concord. The final about putting Germany torether formal statement turning down a
racy." By Soviet definition there
challenge from animal lover Irene
score was 99-47.
again.
can be no "free elections" in capPacing the scoring attack was
Hones never had been high tri Castle to let a mad dog bite her
PLATFORM
italist society just as the West deBilly Joe Kingins of Concord who Berlin. because the neople of this
Miss Castle. once an internationnied the possibility of free, demorimed the net for 41 points Eld- divided city have learned train al dancing
star and now Mrs.
ANNISTON, Ala IP-William C.
cratic choice in a Communist !date.
ridge. Concord 1w-ward, hit the day-to-day contact with the Rug- George Enzinger.
offered to put
Irby. 75. thinks he can unseat
Like a school master, Molotov
basket for 16 points, but Able of Rises that you can't get a fair
$3980up
as a bet that the bite
read a lesson on the elementary
Sen
John Sparkman D-Ala in
lakUrray
The
City
Council
met
Salem was. ahead of him by one deal from them.
wouldn't make her a rabies vicLast night at 7:00 p.m. with Mayor principles of Marxist political econMrs Fill Luther. 46. who oper- tim
In basketball contests between the election this year.
point for 17 in the worine
omy. It _mold -have come from the
His platform announced lertlay
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. Feb. 6
four county teams played in the
George Hart presiding.
The Redbirds went into the lead ates a fish market, gums up the
pates of the official Soviet text-„, fSpecial- The Murray State Colcalla for turning over the governDoe
owners
county
opinion
last
meanwhile
of
night
her
Lynn
jammed
Grove de224 at the end of the first quarcustomers who come
book,
"The Short Course in the lege Thorougbreds put on one of
Routine business was Mercurous-al
veterinarians' offices, asking inno- feated Aim() 92 to 62 and Hazel ment's Enid at Fort Knox Xy, to
ter and maintained_ it th-oughout from the East and West zones:
History of the Communist Party their best shooting and reboundall the snites for operating ex- by the council.
-They will talk and talk and culations for their pets, and police defeated Kirksey. 76 to 57
the game.
pense!:
Police bonds will be raised to of the Soviet Union" His auditors ing performances of the season
finally Molotov will say a final officials manned nlans for tracking
•
The Lynn Grove Wildcats went
12.000 ear+ according to action by were not the three Western minis- here last night as they dropoed the
New Concord
22 43 el 99 'rivet' and the misery in the East down animals who had not reters. He was, in effect, addressieg Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders by
ahead 16 to 10 at the end of tie
the council.
WRONG
Salem
. 8 II 28 49 will continue,' Mrs Luther said. ceived the protection.
first quarter in the game played
An ordinance was passed by the himself to home audiences in the a 105-83 score
Maril Knit. 43, a salmgirl. said
New Cooney! MO
Communist world and to left...vine
at Lynn Grove They maintained
Coach Harlan Hodges' Racers
CINCINNATI. Ohio 191-Cinein- council in regard to regulations
Forwards' Eldridge 16. Willough- "The foreign ministers have talked
the lead throughout the game nati 'police received word that on moving large structures opinion in France, Britain and jumped into a first period lead
and talked and they have talked
by 4. Warren 17
NEVER MIX
Germany
with
the third quarter score being Raymond 111 Foster 50. had teen through the city streets.
and held the upper hand at every
CHICAGO Mt-Frnest Bourbon
Centers Kingina 41. Iamb 1. all my hopes to nieces"
That, incidentally, is one of the quarter turn
I. W and Cecil Paschall an"After I read Molotov's SlIEWS- and Ken Soda live next door e3-36 Miller and Cook ef I.vnn arrested in New Albany Ted, and
Bailey 10
serious
disadvantages
of
diplomaay
The Murrayans hit on 40 of 107
Grove hit the net for 39 and 21 had given his address as 3344 Vine peered before the council in reGriards. Outland 2. iii;! 5. Al- tions I knew there WAS no hone to each other here but seklom
as practiced at this conference. shots attempted from the field for
gard to erecting a bwine-s buildany more despite the efforts of the mix. They are only nodding ac- point, respectively. whila Morris St in Ciecinnati.
britton, Farris 8.
The
ministers
are
not
talking
to
37 per cent. Middle Tennessee hit
of Almo ripped the net for 29
The address turned oat to be ing on West Main Street They
Western ministers"
quaintances
Rabin (47)
each other except in the brief, in- 31 of 81 Mots for 30 per cent.
points.
that of Cincinnati detective Arthur were referred to the city zoning
Forward
Grime!: 4 Mondy 4.
formal conversations they have
Murray gathered 66 rebounds
Guard,
commission.
Center' Tyner 5.
been having at formal dinners.
In the Hazel-Kirksey game playcompared to 39 for the' TennesGuardia- Able 17. Tharp I. Peck
What
has
been most surprising seans
ed at Hazel the host tram were
3. Hardin- 13. in Molotov's performance has been
leading by 11 points at the end of
The Thoroughbreds jumped into
the form he used and not the sub' a 16-5 lead early in the first pethe first quarter, but the lead was
decreaberi to eight points at the
riod and commanded a 28•16 adend of the first half The Hazel
vantage at the end of the period.
virmr Cancer
team went ahead in the last quarMiddle Tennessee made its bigter to win by 21 points Byer and
gest threat in the second period
RV PHIL NEWSOM
The Rad
Wilson of Hazel were high scorers
as they cut the gap to six points,
United Pres. Foreign News Editor
1. Russia lived up to expecta- with 28 and 22 mints resneetively
42-36, midway of the canto. but
Altin' The week's
ST LOUIS. Feb
balance sheet be- tions at
Murray was on top by a 51-44
the Big Four meeting. while Beane of Kirksey hit the net
Ochimitr of Tulane
University. tween the good
HAMILTON AIR FORCE BASE, count at halftime.
and bad neeis in Molotov
Middle Tenrefused even to discuss for 17 points
whom announcement ad "a defin- the hot and
Calif.
cold wars:
IP--An
Air
Force
"flying
the Western plan for all-German
nessee hit on 11 of 22 field goals
ite association" between Iring canlaboratory."
a
Super
Constellation
•
free elections and instead made
attempted during its second neriod
The fend
cer and cigarette smoking shook
-crammed with top secret radar
splurge
1
Second secretary of the out. the nronarranda loaded proposal Lynn Grove
the medical and tobacco worlds.
16 40 IV
gear,
92
crashed
into
San
Pablo
Bay
Murray came out red hot in :he
nredfeted today that lune cancer limed Soviet mission In Tokyo that Germans be asked to vote tan Almo
10 2o 36 62
Friday night while attempting
third period and ran up a 19 point
incidence will increase by 10 per Full Rastovorov was disclosed to whether they want a united Gerlanding in dense fog
Limn firm.
'Pi
margin. 80-61 at the end of the
have asked and received asylum many or permanent division and
cent by 1970.
Forwards: Miller 39, Morris 5
The Air Force said all 11 men period.
'from United States forces In Janan West German membetehlp in the Center: Adams 17
He predicted that:
aboard sfleadved and (her, were
Howie
Crittenden paced
the
Defense
Community.
1 Based on the number of peo- on whom he formerly had spied European
Guards: Cook 21, Williams 3.
"no serious injuriei."
Miltray
scoring attack with 32
Western
deleartiona
abandoned Darnell. 7
ple smoking today cancer of the ITtc suit-render to democracy nail
"Super
The
Connie". designated Points
hone of aettline the German pre?.
Koenigsmark
Ted
and .
line will represent 18 per rent of recorded as particularly important
RC212 by the Air Force, apparAlm* Hal
Bobby McLemore also aided the
because it is known that the post lern at this session and were not
all cancer patients.
ently lost power while making a Mitrrpy
Forwards: Thorn 7, McCloud 5,
much more hopeful of any good
scoring cause with 17 and
2. 'Became lung cancer is more of second secretary in Ritasian emWells 7
low approach to the field, add
McLemore and
remittal when they finally vet
16 respectively
common to men one out of every bassies freauently is a disguise for
splashed into shallow water some
Center Morris 29
Fran Watrous left the VAMP via
around to discussine the neestion
member
a
of
the
Russian
secret
two or three male cancer patients
two miles short of the runway
Guards Pritchett R, McDaniel 6
the foul route in the fourth period.
police of maieh higher rank than of a peace treaty for Austria.
will have a cancer of the lung
A Hamilton Field spokesman
Doug Shrader hit for 20-peest•-ennears
the
on
surface
US.
off:believe there js a definite
gaid
the
fog
was
2. Despite earlier French an- pn 7e1
so
dense
that
the
21
41
56
76
to lead the Middle Tenneasee scorngsoriftion between caner- of the eials preserved a •Iriet silence hut nouncements
plane was discovered qy through
Kirksey
that
they
10 33 42' 57
were
ing attack John Price fouled out
long sand' cigarette smoking." Dr. I' was believed Ragtovorov could launchine the war's biggest offenthe use of radar equiged rescue of the lineup for Middle.
Havel (76)
('chimer told the American Cancer give a picture of the whole Red sive in Indochina. the facts seemed
boat.
Forwards: J Jones 4. Cochran 5,
The Racers meet Tennessee Tech
spy network In the Orient.
The four enyined pinne Is one tonight
Society et a one-day smeet•ng here
to he that the situation, from the
Center: Over 28
at Cookville. Tenn
2 Yugoslavia brwinuely retried Allied
of
pair
fte also bevel his predictions on
assirtned
standpoint. was deterioratto
the
Western Murray
Guards: Scarborraich 12, Wilsan
28 51 eo 103
a "rotate home" plea 'from the
Air Defense Command, Art ADC
en increase In the percentaige of
ing The Communist led Viet Minh 22, Rickman 2, White 3.
ICI
Middle Tennessee 16 44 al
Premien rorninferm and said she
spokesman
said
lung cancers from 1.1 of. all canrebels retained the initiative and
the top secret
Kirk/see (371
Murray (166)
world retain her ties of friendship
plane
was
moved arainst the twin Laotian
"very costly," 'but the
cers in 1020 to 8.3 per cent in 1948
Forward,' Beane 17. Doores 1.
Forwards. Garrett 10, Koenigswith the Wegt. Russia did mathing
actual value of the latest tvne of mark, 17, Fowlers 2. Hanvy 2.
eanitela of Luang Prabang and
Dr. °charier emphasized
the
Center: Parker 13
to better her relation. with Yearn
radar gear aboard "Was still seVientiane embed only rear auard
twiregiattw of rrneine chtsvt x-rays
Guards' Gibbs 4 Compton 1.
Center: Watroua 15
Flavin when Foreign Minister Vaincret"
resistance Of further concern were Bibb 2. Reeder 10. Stone
of all men past 40, "particularly
Guards: Crittenden 32. birch-e4, Watelsealay Molotov. addreesine the
The Air Force said the plane mote 16. Smith 2. Akridge 9 •
renorts that aortae outposts were son 5.
those who smoke heavily." in orBig Four foreign ministers' conmaa making a final approach to
falling without a fight as their
der :to detect asymtnmatic canrall
Middle Tennessee
ference in Berlin (veined Yuanthe field. Some 30 miles north of
rarrisons deserted to the Reds
cers of the tune
Forwards' Chriiitianaen is. Hogsslavia from the list of statea he
San Francisco. and was following
WAShillPtOn reports said Red China
tow incidence of mire Is
head 12, Shrader 20, Burka 2.
said should sign a peace treaty
MEMORY
routine blind landine procedure It
had stepped up its flow of supplies
efit,-. to delay in detection." he with Germany
Center' Price 13.
suddenly
disappeared
to the rebels.
from
the
paid.
Brownie, the popular brown bulldog at the city hail
Guards Tricksy 17 Carden 4.
3 French Foreten Minister Genrcontrol
towor
screen
while
turning
He also marred operations to re- e/es Bidafilt emerged as
ORI.ANDO. Fla. ala-Tony Dc- celebrated his fifth birthday yesterday.
the West3. Guatemala has been ascribed
Brownie has to line up with the runway.
move cancernria ernwths even in ern herd Rocco's poor memory for fares
11 the Rig Four con- as "the bridgehead of Communism
worked himself into the hearts of everyone on the city Anparently nilot Lf Col Enteeill
"terminal
landed him in the clink Thuraday
patients," these
ex- ference. French public reaction to In Latin America" Last
week the
Cheever of San Antonio. Tee.. had
pected to die.
Meet Geraldine Moore of Steu- staff, and is well known by many citizens of Murray who
nrogreas of the conference has Communist riled General - Labor
sufficient control lust before the
A number of terminal patients been .eatehedsloaely by both East Confederation held its
benville.
Ohio !potted DeRoece at call at the city hall,
secone nacrash to keep the plane on an
who have undergone "palliative and West henuae on the French tional centre,* at which its
a
bar here and remenized him
leader
even keel.
resections" despite little hene who herota the future of the Ememean celled for "International labor
as
an scousIntance who had stolee
Having no visible means of support, Brownie is allow- The nlane had been on a rotitine The Murray Plaza Court will have
soliheri presented to the audience ar: Deferere Commimity Pie eidault. darity"-Moacow
brand
°tiler her accordion fram a Steithente le ed to solicit money for his upkeep by
the City Police. radar flight over the Sierra ,111cain- an open hense tomorrow between
evidence of "a definite salvare nefinv
and with meal-- causes for alarm have been secret tee- last ye:
from its home bate at Mc- the hours of 1:00 p.m. and 5:00
He
will
up
plaintively
Ate
sit
and
' rate" amine patients with exten- net eneti4enee in the atreneth of arreate of opposition nolitical leadinto the eyes of pas- taint
While Mile Moorr renewed hir
Clenan Mr Force Base near Sacra-, pam The modern motel i, located
sive reartermar
his nratition, has neve:bed all Red ers threats to the free press and old
aconaintancesl, 1, a
He will take e'en*, calif rheever was ord- at the intersection of South Twelffriend sersby, until he is rewarded with a coin.
Dr. ("choler gaid "slightly more attempt. to woo him from hi" nuater of foreien newsmen on called police
DeRocco admitted this coin to City Clerk Charlie Grogan who puts it in ered to land at Hamilton when the th Street and Sycamore
than 7 per rent" of those who place of golidarlty with the United staane charges they had "defamed" the accordian theft butt ,iipildn't
McClellan base was blanketed by
Mr and Mrs W H. Graham are
Brownie's bank.
'Underwent operations "are cured." States and Britain.
Guatemala.
remember Miss Moore,
operators of the motel.
fog.
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Berlin Residents
Lose Hope On 'Big
Four Conference

Lynn Grove And
Hazel Winners
Here Last Night

Racers Hit
105 Mark
Over Raiders

City Council
Meets On Friday

r

ArritESS

T

This Week's Balance Sheet
In The Hot And Cold War
Increase

Five Years Old Yesterday

Air Force Super
Constellation
Crashes Yesterday

Rh•med On Smoking

POOR

Plaza Court To
Have Open House
Here Tomorrow
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES - Hitchcock, No
Who Done It
Fan,He Says

Wald-TV

By OSCAR FRALEY

JAMBE C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISH=

Sutured at the Post Of/ice, Murray, Kentucky, for transmasion as
Second Oasis Matter

7:25
7:30
7 55
8100
8:25
8:30
8:55
9:00
930
1000
10:15
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
1240
1230
1:00
L30
1:45
2:40

TV -Schedules

Sports Parade

PIIBILISHED BY LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc
Zonsolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and _The
I:lines-Herald October 20, NA and toe Wen Kentuckian. Jassuary

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1954

'Continued from page six,
SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 13

United Prom Sports Writer

10:00 Johnny Jupiter
TIM KENTUCKY MESS ASSOCIATION
10:30 Space Cadet
By VERNON SCOTT
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE WITMER CO. 1208
11:00 Space Soldiers
Lasted erema moo Correspondead
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.! 250 Park Ave, New Yes-k; 907 N Michigan
NEW YORK. Feb IS, Ile -Terrell- gry and Terry's dad thought he 11:30 Captain Midnight
nULLiWUOD er--Alften HitchAye, Clump, B. Belystoa St., Boston.
cock, of all people doe -ii t care ce i au iek brumiiian. Note,. Dame s had tune to get down unaer time 12.00 Cowboy G-Men
1. 1942.
* tooneal coach, had a great jammed stands for a saaewich.
12:30 To Be Announced
much for mysteries—matter ut tact
SUBSCRIPTION RATES By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per I Who - done - its leave the totuna day against Ai lay me LIN. but it
Mating the return trip with a INII Pro Basketball
gh 65c. In Cabraway and adjoining counties, per year, $366; sass little chrecter see cold.
Syracuse at Rochester
is a SW*: spot Or LW rtli is.
neutmel nut cog in one nand and kl cup
w here. $5.50.
"For the most pat I. I abhor -mu vainei.
of cutlet in the other. Pop klren- 4.00 Excursion
His toles, time story guar a.. nan was trapped in tne moo when 430 Roy Rogers
lire reserve the right to reject any Advertng Letters to the _Editor. myetery in ally way, sAape or
5:00 Life Begins at 00
N Public Voice Nana which in our opinion are net for the hest Interval 101111, said the cherubic kinglish- seen on J trip tar Laliturnia---, • a tremendous roar went up
II out modern
men who s directed as many,,sus- may ee it wee just (nicagu An)'What happened?•' he CUlleCI L./ 5:30 Stu Erwin
6:60 Ozzie and Harriette
pense thrillers as anybeice,. And boa'. the) nustiest bacs to Sousa a men who could me the hetet.
SATURDAY. FEt1RUARY 6, 1954
. boil WA) In the
can honestl) my that none ot belie to me. mei!
-That klrennan kid just took tbe 630 Story Theater
my pictui es has been niece as a n..ui000oi g.iiie WALLS 01.: 1...:dat
opening kickon." his iatormant re- 7:00 spike Jona*
JUst helot v tOe tenon,
real inyster) story.
bren- plied, and went 97 yards be a 7:30 Amateur Hour
Allritest always the cu.:erne in nail announced kat she was new - touchdown! . . . .
8:00 Show of Shows
my films are known by one and
Bill II:sleben, HoIstre oaeketoali
9:30 Cavalcade of America
all—especially to the audience.
ace who leads smell college playThere Is none of this tough priers in rebound'', stands six feet, 1000 To Be Announced
"Rise and shine!" Millions of noted that lion-breakfast-eating
10.30 %Wrestling
vate eye outsmarting ponce and
silt and weighs 250 pounds but is
ex-sereioesnea still shudder "Awn t -ople were less alert,
- eMaudience by coming up with the
described by Coach Frank Reilly
they recall that early morn's( c'at aad more iusce.. ale tit
greeting from a first bergemat fatigue than tkosse who had eatcriminal in the Meal reel
as a "growing boy". Bill drinks
WSIX-TN
or chid.
en a good morning meal.
Hitchcock, whose latest breathsix quarts of milk a day—ana
Neverthelem, they were better
Making up for the lack of
holdei ii, Pai all101111t 'ear Winain't it nice and necessary that
iContinued from gaga WO
off in some ways than they are breakfast later in the day doesn't
-dow:says he hasn't much use
his folks own a dairy. . .
today. Everything was orderly
ork either, -nutritionists say.
11:00
Big Top
fol mysteries in or out oi the
Baltusrul, where the U.S. Open
and routine. Everyone had time Because the beasts body is so
12:00 Wings Overseas
movies.
will be played starting JUlle
for a good solid breakfast.
constructed that it requires fair•—
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3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:15
3:25
5:30
5:45
8.00
6:15
6:30
8:46
1:00
7:30

How to Start the Day Wrone

Outdoor 'Youth
wiftIle
Selated

Big Story
Hopalong Cassidy
Cavalcade of Sports
Greatest Fights
Letter to Loretta
News
Weather
klit Parade
Hollywood Movie Theatre
Sign Of

SATVIISAV. FEBRUARY 13
8:45
900
9:30
10:00
10:20
1100
12:00
12:30
1:30
2:00
2:30
3.00
4:30
500
800
8:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:30
10:00
2la.
114
42:06

News and - Meditation
Tootsie Hippodrorro.:
Ed McConnell
Captain Midnight
Pride of the Southland
Film Feature
Cowboy G-Man
Super Circus
Quiz 'Ern on the Air
Film Feature
Beldame Hand
Marriage of Figaro
Mr. Wizard
Meet The Press
Ramer of the Jungle
Lone Ranger
Spike Jooes
Amateur Hour
Slaw of Shows
Pride of the Family
Wrestling
Noss and Weather
Amateur Night at tee Handy
Sign OH

We could advertise brand new 1954 Fords
to be delivered here in Murray for as low
as
$1698.02
We can
most

actually

people

deliver such a car but
--;
would be more interested in a

1954 Ford Custom Tudor with Radio,
Heater and Turn Signals, completely licensed for $2100.00.
We are prepared to offer as much if not
aioce for yottr trade in than ever before.
IIA

Cgvg,_„cq &TRY

Dale & Stubblefield

•

MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.

FRILSCRIPTION1

Buchanan
News

Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
Howdy Doody
Captain Video
Flicker Comics
Weatherman
Jon Gnogy
Hart000s
Evening Serenade
News Reporter
Eddie Fisher
News Caravan
Deems Day
Life of Riley

11:00
GOO
9:00
9:45
10:00
10.30
10:40
10:45
11:15
12:15

DON'T YOU BELIEVE IT!

arr===stlee

b

News
Today
News
Today
News
Today
Morning Meditation
Ding Dons School
Shopping At Home
Hawkins Falls
3 Steps To Heaven
Ask Washington
Bride and Groom
Story land
Breakfast in Hollywood
News
Chennel Five Club
Homemakers Prograir
Photoquiz
Berle Olswanger
Kate Smith

605 West Main
„o Phone 170
Murray, Ky.

Phone 404

CONGRATULATIONS
Murray Plaza Court

I

if

c

on your

OPENING TOMORROW

ish To Congratulate
the

I
.

Murray- Plaza Court
on their

Pow About That!

Opening This Sunday

25 MILLION AMERICANS

are more than
600 MILLION POUNDS

OVERWEIGHT! /
We are pleased to have a large part of the insuranc
e on
this fine addition to the city of Murray.
It is through enterpniiiii like the
that the city will continue to make

Murray Plaza Court,

its

progress.

)

provides hioh
Vitamin C Conieni and reduces disire
for Itiqh calorie food

The Murray Insurance Agency
502 Main Street

used as on
oppefizer:sol
dessertorsnack

Telephone 601

We are pleased to have played some part in your opening
by aiding in the selection of the location for the motel

WI-ItlE NO DOCTOR KNOWS Of A SURE CURE
FOR THE COMMON COLD,
DOCTORS URGE LOTS OF
FLUIDS AND VITAMIN C
TO TMAT IT. .1.41,.

<V.

Tucker Real Estate Agency502 Maple Street

Phone 483
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kTURDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1954
8:00
8630
900
9:45
10:00
10:30
119:40
10:45
11:15
12:15

Big Story
Hopalong Cassidy
Cavalcade of Sports
Greatest Fights
Letter to Loretta
News
Weather
Hit Parade
Hollywood Movie Theatre
Sign OE

4

CONSIDER COFFEE CONTROL
HERE ARE SCENES during the Senate agriculture committee heartrig in Weshingtun to consider possible legislation to place coffee
traduig under federal control. The beeinng ui • result of coffee
price rises over past several months, (international Sounaphotos)

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13
8:45
900
9:30
10:00
/0:30
11:00
12:00
12:30
1:30
2:00
2:30
3.00
4:30
500
8:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
800
9:30
10:00
11:00
11:10
12:05

News and Meditation
Tootsie Hippodrome
Ed McConnell
Captain Midnight
Pride a the Southland
Film Feature
Cowboy G-alein
Super Circus
Quiz 'Ern on the Air
Film Feature
Bellvue Band
Marriage of Figaro
Mr. Wizard
Meet The Press
Ramer of the Jungle
Lone Ranger
Spite Joists
Amateur Hour
Show of Shows
Pride of the Family
Wrestling
Nev.a and Weather
Amateur Night at tee Handy
Sign Off

Chandler Mackey (left) of New fork, president of the G. A.
Mackey to,. coffee importers, and Gustavo Lobo. president New
l'ork toffee sod Sugar Exchange., Inc-, sit in bearing. Lobo said
he has no objection to a control measure if the committee Is coo1,loced the legislation "can in any way Increase the world supply
of coffee or aid in bringing about mart prices."

U BELIEVE Ir.

brand new 1954 Fords
re in Murray for as low

698.02
deliver such
--; a car but
more
be
Interested in a
t Tudor with Radio,
Signals, completely
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exchange authorJoseph M. Mehl, administrator of the commodity
the deity of the Agriculture department, tells the committee
put the
partment has no objection to legislation which would
authorcoffee exchange under control of the commodity exchange
coffee market.
ity in order to curb any Illegal speculation in the

VIOTORS, Inc.

Vest Main
rray, Ky.

The decorative touch given by
porch and window boxes filled
with flowers is especially suited
to small modern homes. These
are usually lacking in architectural ornamentation. In many
cases planting boxes are provided by the builder so that flowers
may supply a welcome touch of
color to break the severity of
the functional design.
An amateur who has some skill
with woodworking tools can easily make these boxes. They are
small enough to handle in limited
room. The box should be simply
designed, but made to fit in its location, and large enough to hold
adequate soil for the plants.
Since it is required to hold
. damp soil all summer, year after year, wood should be chosen
which resists dampness. Cypress,
white pine and red wood are
Boards not less
satisfactory.
than an inch thick should be
used. A goo4 standard width
for the box is 10 inches, with
an 8 inch depth. Length should
fit the space available.
Quick drainage is vital for outdoor plants, since the box must
be watered almost daily because
of the small amount of soil it
holds. By sloping the bottom of
the box to the front, and boring
drainage holes on the low side,
water draining from the box will
fall to the ground without staining the wall. '
The working drawing shows
how to support the box when
used in front of a window. Porch
boxes may present other problems, depending upon their location, whether on a railing or on
the floor. Avoid placing a box
where it will receive dripping
rain from the roof.
Porch boxes are usually somewhat shaded and make excellent containers for plants that
dislike direct sunshine. 'Tuberous

By DELOS SMITII
toiled Frees Science Editor
NEW YORK 1A---The smallpox
virus will kill you but the herpes
simplex virus merely blisters and
reddens you. Nevertheless, two
medical scientists agreed today.
they're . sislars, under you, skin.

1

Improvement

thus tightening up the
first division berths.

race for

•
Read

Phone .
404 I

ONS

lurt
route of the 301st medium bombardment wing from Barksdale Air Force Base. La..
to French Morocco They will fly non-stop, with refueling by tankers in the air protalay in the
Bermuda area. About 45 B-47 Stratojets will make the flight goon tu oe based there Iwo months.

MAP (RACES

Clinton
Committee members Spessard Holland (left), Florida, and
coffee and listen.
P. Anderson, New Mexico, both Democrats, alp

•

Cured by Bullet

So it's up to the pitching of
which Grimm is mighty proud, to
determine how far the Braves can
go. He has Warren Spahn 23-7
Bob Buhl 13-8. I...ew Burdette
15-5 and back from service comes
Chet Nichols, who led the league
in earned run averages in 1951.
""We have some other good
youngsters on our staff and more
on the farms," says Grimm. "Milwaukee isn't worried about piaching."

Hearing Aid Consultant

BIG
LAUNDRY
SPECIAL!
Wash Dry

20lbs.

99e

From the M. D. Deneke Co. Established 16 years
in Cape Girardeau, Mo. Serving the hard of hearing.
Mr. C. Ivan Owens one of our representatives will
Le at Hotel National in Murray, Wednesday, February 10 from 9:00 a, m. to 4:30 p. m. to give free
audiory?tric hearing tests and also to show and demonstrate the very latest in all trapsister hearing aids.
Including the famous Maico and Audivox line plus
many others. Als..o the world famous Zenith all

Pants, shirts and dresses
from these bundles finished
on request.

transister. We have a hearing aid to fit your hearing problem and your pocket book. Easy payment
plan available.

BOONE

Your Hearing Is Our Business

With 3 Shirts
Finished 25c
Cash and Carry
Individually Washed!
Fast Service

Laundry

-

Cleaners

South Side Court

Square

Car Buyers Hit Jackpot at Parker Motors
NEW PRICE REDUCTIONS ARE ANNOUNCED ON NASH AUTO MOBILES
tn for the motel

Agency
Phone 483

. $30 to $210
You Can Save From

Oil the

New 19541Nash

" COLOR COMBINATIONS FOR YOUR PLEASURE
7
ALL MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM - MA'N1
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
Kentucky's Oldest Nash Dealer
HURRY!
PHONE 37t
Seventh And Main
HURRY

PARKER MOTORS

•

. ..

.

.

of icersdsco

Thomson replaces aging Sid Gordon, who moved to Pittsburgh,
giving Manager Charlie Grimm an
outfield 'of Thomson, Jim Brutcn,
and Andy Pafko with Jim Pendleton in reserve. On the infield are
Joe Adcock, Johnny Logan, Johnny Dittmer, Eddie Mathews and
O'Connell
as
the
hard-hitting
-swing man" at any position but
first base. Del Crandell is a dandy
catcher,

Jere- "v. s •

rt in your opening

I drunk

I

NOTICE

Classifieds

r

But as of now, the Braves have
made the longest strides to imLeagae, the prove and will field a solal club.

By STEVE SNIDEn
In the American
Frilled Press Sports -strike.
NEW YORK jia — The Breves
are threatelnirig to repeat this seaDrs. Bencel L. Schiff and Ar- son as the most improved club
saaa
• '
thur B. Kern' of the Boston Uei- in the major leagues.
specta-A year ago they made a
versity School of Medicine, revealed that they had ifsea a prov- cular leap from seventh jaace to I
en dose relative of the smallpox second and this time they have •
virus—the virus of cowpox—to de- -high hopes of going all the way
in shattering Brooklyn's two-year
monsnate it.
the National Leagti
COVE11 HOLES
The vaccine which has wiped supremacy in
5091 'hi HOLES
WITH BRONEN
The make-or-break fact' now a
IN trOlarOes
out smallpox wherever all humans
POTTERY DEFOt
APART FOR
are vaccinated with it, is made Milwaukee's kid pitching.
FILL NG
CIRANAGE
The Braves have given away
of cowpox virus. This virus stimWorking drawing of window box
ulates the blood chemistry into plenty in two major deals. includfor single window.
manufacturing vast armies of anti- ing a •trio of pitchers wed won a
bodies against cowpox
viruses. total of 30 games last season. but
rooted begonias and gloxinia*
are among these.
But the anti-bodies knock off .they achieved needed :repairs at
Boxes should be painted the
smallpox viruses with the same other positions and five to live
same color as house, or the color
the confidentaerpace a dandy fiaht.
?flthiisiastic Shorraughnoss_
of its trim. Flowers should be
Key aequisitions are outfielder
Drs.
Schiff
Kern
and
iaasoned
harmonwill
color
whose
chosen
ize with that of the house, liarthat the cowpox antibodies saw Bobby Thomson from the Giants
many by contrast, using flowers
little or no dillerence between and infielder Danny O'Connell
of a complementary color against
cowpox and herpes simplex veils- from the Pirates, both rood-hitattracthe house, is especially
letenders..
and 'adequate
es, either—which would he a con- ters
tive.
hands surrendered
clusive demonstration of a dela- Among top
Flowering annuals can be
UPWARD GREY shown Us court
tionship as close as that of sisters. were pitcher Max Surk ad 11-5
grown on the south side of the
Pittsburgh where he pleaded
In
Johnny
pitchens
,
Pittsibureh.
nouse, and also on the east and
But evidently herpes simplex vir- to
to the "mercy" killing
guilty
west sides where no shade is
74
uses were plenty,.. tough, judging Antonelli -12-12 and Don Liddle
sister Elizabeth, 46 is
his
of
cast upon them by trees. On the
from the volume of cowpox anti- to the Giants. '
the subject of one of the most
north side it may be necessary to
bodies which were stimulated' into
Brooklyn bosses, regaining big
startling revelations ever made
use foliage plants, or the few
being.
Don Newcombe from tho Army.
flowers which prefer shade.
In a court According to the
Fancy leaved caladiums and
Behavior clinic report. when ne
Sonic- of the 68 patieots were are inclined to pass off, Milwaucoleus are popular foliage plants.
shot himself In the head and
as many, as eight times, kee's trading efforts as not too
vaccinated
Their leaves are attractively colmouth after killing his sister
some as few as two The vactina- important in the upcoming race,
ored and they thrive in shade.
July 13. he accidentally pertions were two weeks apart There for the Braves boded away men
Shade tolerant annuals include
formed a delicate brain operapansies and violas, impatiens,
were only nine recuriences of fruitless challenge Lett year. But
tion that changed his character.
forgetmenot, and dwarf petunias.
herpes simplex among them—and who had won 30 games in the
Doctors said Grey had been far
the attacks were milder than they while the experts prefer to overaopraisap • Crum normal mentally, but the
look "gemes lost''
had been:
ARTIFICIAL' BREEDING
ibock and severing of the brain
are It's also true Milwaukee's Arlo
viruses
emote*
Herpes
trought him to complete
HELPS TO BUILD HERD
sleepers, the doctors pointed out. dropped a total of 23. Further-• bes
ormalcy The report says he
Sever. too...much sun or a change more. Surkont didn't win 'a game
as no recollection-of thelhootr lii:tt±,f6.2r4.41.ew
. ici3(e;
t.i.:_tt
to
in hormonal production seemTwo
ameba, h.Dod. _ Mg, At the time. police said he
How Claude McCoy and R.'W. awaken theme--Thefia-Illay
told them his sister was intoxiJohnston of Fayette county are ned over paa.hes of the skin. gars are standing pat. The' Philcated and cried. "Kill me! I
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders using artificial breedina to build These eruptions usually eisappear lies, tied with St. LAUB for third
want to die!" (Internaftorta4)
and Mr and Mrs. Herbert Allan a high producing.: daara. herd is in 7 to 10 days. But some victims place, helped themselves by graband children spent Sunday with reported by the Dairy Section of seem never to get rid of the _virus
and Mrs. William Cherry the University of Kentucky. Three permanently; they are attacked
Mr
and children in Herndon, Ky.
Holstein cows recently' completed again and ag.”1
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Freelani 305 day records of more'than 9.000
and daughter visited Mr. and Mrs pounds of milk each and several
Rudolph Freeland and family in heifers in the herd have been
Our
giving 50 pounds of milk or more
McKenzie. Tenn., Friday.
BRAckETS cAN SS.
FiTTED AROUND
SILL IF DESIRED,

LOUISIANA TO MOROCCO BY JET-4,775 MILES

1ROW

abing rubber-armed pitcher Murray Red Sox could be the league's
Ted
Dickson while the Cards regain most improved club with
Williams on full-time duty and
pitcher Tom Poholsky ftom ser-I the addition of outfielder Jackie
vias and purchased first baseman Jensen. The A's have made several
=any Alston from San Diego.
moves to revive after last season's
Yankees may be
The Giants perked up their collapse but the
pitching with Antonelli and Liddle, I better, too.

Window Boxes in Fashion Smallpox Virus Braves May
to Beautify New Homes - Will Kill You Repeat On

BUCHANAN
NEWS

o offer as much if not
e in than ever before.
.
4
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Second Clem Matter

Hitchcock, No
'ho Done It
Fan,He Says

Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer

•••••e-er

TV Schedules
W8111-TV
from page six
SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 13
C,11(11111ed

10:00 Johnny Jupiter
TEM KENTUCKY PBX= MIHOOLATION
1030 Space Cadet
By VERNON SCOTT
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO. 1366
11:00 Space Soldiers
United masa Mad lorrespundeut
Monroe. Memphis. Tenn.: 250 Park Ave. New York; 307 N Michigan
NEW YORK. Feb. 6 Ui
IIULL1WLIOD 0-Alfiro Hitcpguy and Terry's dad thought he 11:30 Captain Midnight
Ave Chicago. 06 Botystoa St-, Boston.
. Dame s liad time to get down unaer tiie 12:00 Cowboy G-Men
cock, of all people doeen t care Co ratrick Brennan, Nutt,
11042.
12:30 To Be Announced
much for mysteries-matter of tact i.ete tixaoall coach, had a great'jammed stands for a saaowich.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES By carrier in Murray, per week 15c, pot who - done - Its leave the rutuna day against Army is me. bud 11
Matting the return trip with a 2$10 Pro Basketball
inciath 65c In Calloway sad adjoining counties, Per year. 63 50, one little director ice cold.
Syracuse at Rochester
16 d sOlo apol tart weeil ill, 814)1SieL hut dog in one Mind and a cup
where, 15.50.
"For the must pail. I abhor and lathe,.
of code._ 111 the other. Pop Bren- 4.00 Excursion
His 101KS, tile story gees, siao nan was trapped in the moo when 4:30 Roy Stagers
We reserve the right to raged any Advertng. bitten to the -14fftor niyatery oi any way, soape eir
5:00 Life Begins at 80
ot Public Voice items which in eur opinion are not for the best tetanal iotni, said the cherubic English- seen on a trip tor laluornia--, a tremendous roar went up
al our readers.
man who s thiected as many sus- maybe it ea. just Chicago Any-What happened?" he cooed 10 5:30 Stu Erwin
6:00 Ozzie and Harriette
- pense thrillers as anyboco . And how. they nusuea bacx to Souza a man who could see the Melo.
SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 6, 1964
'That Brennan kid just took the 6:30 Story Theater
c.o, holiest* say that none or esena to see weir son play in the
isle With Mc Cadets. opening kickoff," his informant re7:00 Spike Jones
my 'menu es tura been mace as a 4.4 ••••!Avila i
J ust betot e tne kickoff, Mit. siva- plied, 'and went 97 yards Oa a 7:30 Amateur Hour
real mystery story
• Ainiest always the curprits in nen announced that she was null- toucticiown!
...
800 Show of Shows
my films are known by one and
Bill Thieben, Hofstra basketball
9:30 Cavalcade of America
all-especially to the audience.
ace who leads small college play10:00 To Be Announced
There
is,
ers
none
in
this
re6:mm:1c
of
tough
pristands
six
feet,
"Rise and shine!" Millions of noted that non-breakfast-Patin
vate eye outsmarting police and
az and weighs 250 pounds but is 10:30 Wrestling
ex-oerriceinea still shudder when
-ople were less alert,
em.
audience by coming up with the
described by Coach Frank Reilly
they recall that early morning ciaat aid more suscei...ole to
greeting from a first sergeant- fatigue than these who hod oattouninal in the tuoil reel.
as a "growing boy-. Bill drinks
WSIX-TV
or chief.
en • good morning meal.
Hitchcock, whose Latest breathsix quarts of milk a d..y-ana
Nevertheless, they were bettor
Making up for the lack of
milder is Pal amuunt's •'Rear
(Continued
wet it nice and necessary tnat
off in some ways than they ere breakfast later in the day doesn't
says he hasn't much use
los folks own a dairy. . .
today. Everything was orderly ' work Other, nutrttmmsts say.
fat mysteries in or out ol toe
Baltusrol, where the U.S. Open 1100 Big Top
and routine. Everyone had time Because the human body is so
movies.
for a good solid breakfast.
will be played starting rune l'u, 12:00 Wings Overseas
constructed that it requires fairHow do ex-Corporal Doe and ly even intake of food at reguAlmost all my reading is baris the fifth oldest goli cburse in 12:30 What In The World
1.00 Repeat Western
his family start their day now? lar intervals for maximum health
at:why and travel,'. be grInned,
e ranoturt.
at.). - Kentucky s the country In case you ve wonThe above scene from a typi- and efficiency.
2:15 Test Pattern
and when I watch television. it - ..s..5 outwear America
dered
how
it got its name, the
cal American home pretty well
It is particularly important
Js
never who-done-its I prefer oiitive a,aa adioasci flex,
laud was bought Horn a Lai Mel' 400 Request Theatre
describes it. Doe is still shaving for people who are overweight
c,,„
,iinily
6,
Omnibus
or
'What In The World.
end has just fifteen minutes to. or those who have trouble keepus named Beaus Ron ... it will. too, 5:45 The Pastor
I m jug Lot interested in detec- ..aac Latvau .ais,A,L us elan aea, te
get out of the house and start ing down to a healthy weight to
,
a.. but you have to hit it straight. . . . 6:00 Meet Millie
for work. The oldest boy has to eat a good breakfast. The rtason
meauurees a, Aranatort.
tives.
The most hemstitched man in 8:30 Beat the Clock
ne
leave for school at the same for this is that people will almost
ouosater to repres.eiit reentucxy ice hockey is Ted Lindsio, of the 7:00 Jackie Gleason Shot.
"Perhaps
another
reason
tor
time. The little kids are driving always eat tao hearty a lunch
ue aretecteo tram a group 01 Detroit Red Wings. who has had 8:00 Two for the Money
raaying away, frem tictam is that
Mrs. Doe to distraction. In and dinner and will snack in
:a Oos cOO ill la Swirl Ma 0440.011i. a total of more than 250
I cannot enjoy it when 1 keep
short, all is confusion.
stitcnes 8:30 My Favorite Hushaile
between if they skip breakfast.
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the Same
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No
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be
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trip
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Which
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out suspense films.
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manto. as Native Dancer, so
8:45, News Caravan
-They've beeoine sometrang it a
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Poly
7:00 Groucho. Marx
taidemark with me and .
1 m very .11.14:UVI %-aaraer.0aenn cl000• (-an 'moan
native and his motnur
7.30 Cavalcade of America
happa to continue making them. acouts,nea acoura. e-ii
was Geisha a dancer and
probably'
6:00 Dragnet
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News
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10:40 Weather
added sagely
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catcher trunged wearily to the
•
10.45 Dollars a Second
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mound and, striving to drive Some 11:15
The director says swaggermg
George Jesse!
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point. admonished the hurler: 11:45
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Sign Oft
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Joe
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reperton t. please by
pense dramas. He believ-s the se7:00 Today
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2 well located,
modern,
two
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fact that members of the audience etarniousi,
aanise,
boy
scouis,
Transferable FHA loans. Small down payments.
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selves. "This could happen to me!" aura oriel
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How to Start the Day Wrone

Outdoor Youth
vi Be
Selczted -

tree, alma

7:25
7:30
7.55
890
8:25
8.30
8:55
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
1115
11.30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1,38
1:45
2:410

News
Today
News
Today
News
Today
Morning Meditation
Ding Dons School
Shopping At Horne
Hawkins Falls
3 Steps To Heaven
Ask Washington
Bride and Groom
Story land
Breakfast in Hollywood
News
Channel Five Club
Homemakers Prograie
Plaratoquis
Berle Olswanger
Kate &aka

3:00
330
4:00
4:30
500
5:15
5:25
5:30
5:45
800
6 15
30
46
7:00
730
_ .

Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
Howdy Doody
Captain Video
Flicker Comics
Weatalannan
Ion Gnagy

s:

iiiu-tooas
Evening Serenade
News Reporter
Eddie Fisher
Ne WO Caravan
Dennis Day
Life of Riley

Big Story
Hopalong Ciissidy
Cavalcade of Sports
Greatest Fights
Letter to Loretta
News
Weather
Hit Parade
Hollywood Movie Theatre
Sign Of

8:00
8430
900
9:45
10:00
10:30
10:40
10:45
11:15
12:15

SATURSAL FEBRUARY 13
8:45
9:00
9:80
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:30
T.30
2:00
2:30
3 00
4:30
5:00
600
6:30
7:00
'7:30
8:00
9:30
10:00
1140
11:10
12:05

News and Meditation
Tootsie Hippodrome
Ed McConnell
Captain Midnight
Pride of the Southland
Film Feature
Cowboy G-Men
Super Circus
Quiz 'Ern on the Air Film Feature
Bellvue Band
Marriage of Figaro
Mr. Wizard
Meet The Press
Ramer of the Jungle
Lone Ranger
Spike Jones
Amateur Hour
Show of Shoves
Pride of the Family
Wrestling
New. and Weather
Amateur Night at tre Heady
Sign Off

DON'T YOU BELIEVE IT!
We could advertise brand new 1954 Fords
to be delivered here in Murray for as low
as
$1698.02
We can actually deliver such a car but
most people would be more interested in a
1954 Ford Custom Tudor with Radio,
Heater and Turn Signals, completely licensed for $2100.00.
We are prepared to offer as much if not
ooze for your trade in than ever before.

'-

READ THE DAILY LEDGER & TIMES

•

Dale Li litubbtefielti

MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.

PaILSCRIPTIONI

44414..

Buchanan
News

MURRAY LAND COMPANY
See
W. C. Hays or G. C. Hays

Ii

e

4

605 West Main
Phone 170
Murray, Ky.

Phone 404

CONGRATULATIONS
Murray Plaza Court
on your

OPENING TOMORROW

ish To Congratulate

•

the

llurrav Plaza Court

bomei,

e•

-

•

•
a,

tree, beet
'Sere teal

-•'"

,

on their

Opening This Sunday

•

s

.1 --

Pow About That!

r

,-

«ft

•

25 MILLION AMERICANS

are more than

600 MILLION POUNDS

OVERWEIGHT! ,/
We are pleased to have a large part of the insurance on
this fine addition to the city of Murray.

2used as on

It is through enterprises like the Murray Plaza Court,
that the city will continue to make its progress.

The Murray Insurance Agency
502 Main Street

Telephone 601

4(tilifs,

appebret:sdad,
dessertorsnack

, provides high
Wamin C Coke one/reduces desire
for high calorie food!
WI-OLE NO DOCTOR KNOWS Of A SURE CURE
FOR THE COMMON COLD,
DOCTORS URGE LOTS OF
FLUIDS AND VITAMIN C /
(
"
1 1")-''-'/70 TMA, TLT.

We are pleased to have phrfeitiotne part in your opening
by aiding in the selection of the kkation for the motel

Tucker Real Estate Agency
502 Maple Street

•

Phone 483

...'s....."."-••••••••••1111111
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Blg Story
Hopelong Cassidy
Cavalcade of Sports
Greatest Fights
Letter to Loretta
News
Weather
Hit Parade
Hollywood Movie Theatre
Sign Off

8:00
8630
900
9:45
10:00
10.30
1:40
10:45
11:15
12:15

THE LEDGER & TIMEs,

ATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1954

CONSIDER COFFEE CONTROL
HERE ARE SCENES during the Senate ag-riculture committee hearing U3 Washington to consider possible legislation to place coffee
trading under federal control. The bearing i.e a result of coffee
price rises over past several montha. (internationai I:found:fp/togas)

SATURSAV, FESIRUARY 13
8:45
900
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:30
7:30
2:00
2:30
3.00
4:30
5:00
800
8:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:30
10:00
1109
11:10
12:06

News and Meditation
Tootaie Hippodromr.,
Ed McConnell
Captain Midnight
Pride of the Southland
FiIna Feature
Cowboy G.Men
Super Clrcus
quiz 'Em on the Air
Film Feature
Datil/Lae Band
Marriage of Figaro
Mr. Wizard
Meet The Press
Ramer of the Jungle
Lone Ranger
Spike Jones
Amateur Hour
Show of Shows
Pride of the Family
Wrestling
News and Weather
Amateur Night at the Shady
Sign Off

brand new 1954 Fords
e in Murray for as low

;98.02
leliver such a car but
be more interested in a
Tudor with Radio,
Signals, completely l0.
) offer as much if not
in than ever before.

BUCHANAN
NEWS '
authorJoseph M. Mehi, administrator of the commodity exchange
the deity of the Agriculture department, tells the committee
put the
partment has no objection to legisiatioa which would
authorcoffee exchange under control of the commodity exchange
coffee market.
ity in order to curb any illegal speculation in the

14 la,
„5

IOTORS, Inc.

'est Main
ray, Ky.

The decorative touch given by
porch and window boxes filled
with flowers is especially suited
to small modern homes. These
are usually lacking in architectural ornamentation. In many ,
cases planting boxes are providBRACKETS CAN IE.
ed by the builder so that !Towers
FITTED AROUND
may supply a welcome touch of
sitt. if DESISTED,
color to break the severity of
the functional design.
An amateur who has some skill
with woodworking tools cah easily make these boxes. They ore
small-enough to handle in limited
room. The box should be simply
designed, but made to fit in its lo'
cation, and large enough to hold,
adequate soil for the plants.
Since it is required to hold
COVER 1401_15
,damp soil all summer, year aft- WOE Ye HOLES
WITH BROREN
er year, wood should be chosen 91 150rT0e1
POTTERY BEFOG
FOP
APART
which resists dampness. Cypress, DRAINAGE
FILLING
_
white pine and red wood are
Boards not less Working drawing of window box
satisfactory.
than an inch thick should be
for single windoa.
used. A good standard width
for the box is 10 inches, with rooted begonias and 'gloxinias
an 8 inch depth. Length should are among these.
Boxes should be painted the
St the space available.
Quick drainage is vital for out- same color as house. or the color
door plants, since the box must of its trim. Flowers should be
be watered almost daily because chosen whose color will harrnonof the small amount of soil it ire with that of tbe house. liarholds. By sloping the bottom of mony by contrast, using flowers
the box to the front, and boring of a complementary color against
drainage holes on the low side, the house, Is especially attracwater draining from the box wlll tive.
Flowering annuals can be
fall to the ground without staingrown on the south side of the
log the wall.
The working drawing shows house, and also on the east and
how to support the box when west sides where no shade is
used in front of a window. Porch cast upon them by trees. On the
boxes may present other prob- north side it may be necessary to
lems, depending upon their loca- use foliage plants, or the few
tion, whether on a railing or on flowers which prefer shade.
the floor. Avoid placing a box Fancy leaved caladiums and
where it will receive dripping coleus are popular foliage plants.
Their leaves are attractively colrain from the roof.
Porch boxes are usually some- ored and they thrive in shade.
what shaded and make excel- Shade tolerant annuals include
lent containers for plants that pansies and violas. impatiens
dislike direct sunshine. Tuberous forgetmenot, and dwarf petunias.

By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW '/ORK I.P--The smallpox
virus will kill you but the herpes
simplex virus merely blisters and
redden's 'you. Nevertheless, two
'medical scientists agreed today
they're siSitis under you, skin.

or7 „
._
, .."-<,‘..x

BELIEVE IT!

MGR MIME

KENTUCKY

bing rubber-armed pitcher Murray Red Sox could be the league's
Ted
while the Cares regain most improved club with
I Williams on full-time duty and
ser(tom
Poholsky
Tom
pitcher
the addition of outfielder Jackie
first baseman Jensen. The A's have made several
• vil-e and purchased
Diego.
Tommy Alston from San
moves to revive after last season's
Yankees may be
The Giants perked up their 'collapse but the
too.
pitching with Antonellt and Liddle, better,
thus tightening up the race for
But as of now, the Braves have
first division berths.
made the longest strides to improve and will field a solid club.
In the American Leage.e. the

Window Boxes in Fashion Smallpox Virus Braves May
to Beautify New Homes
Will Kill You Repeat On
jAINIgr
tt

Chandler Mackey (left) of New York, president of the C.. A.
Mackey to, coffee importers, and Gustavo Lobo. president New
1 ork toffee and Sugar Exchange, toe., sit in bearing. Lobo said
he has no objection to • control measure If the committee up convinced the legislation "can in any way increaae the world supply
of coffee or aid in bringing about tower prices."

MURRAY,

Mr. and Mrs Rupert Sander"
and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton
and children spent Sunday with
and Mrs. William Cherry
Mr
and children in Herndon, Ky.
Mr. .and Mrs Mason Freeland
and daughter visited Mr. and Mrs
Rudolph Freeland and family in
McKenzie. Tenn., Friday.

Drs. Bence' L. Schiff i.nd Arthur B. Kern of the Boston Uriversity... -School-Me&s,,,,sos=re
vealed that they had use,i a proven (lose relative of the smallpox
virus—the virus of cowpox—to -demonstrate it.
The vaccine which has wiped
out smallpox wherever all humans
are vaccinated with it. Is Made
of cowpox virus. This virus stimulates the blood chemistry into
manufacturing vast armies of antibodies against cowpox
viruses.
But the anti-bodies knock off
lpvx___viruses with the same
enthusiastic -therrourtmes§.-

Dickson

Improvement

By STEVE SNIDER
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (iff — The. Bray,are threatene.g to rePeat this Sc'son as the most improved club
in the major leagues.
404.4bey made a spectacular leap from seventh place to
sec,aid and this* time, they have
high hopes of going all the way
in shattering Brooklyn's two-year
supremacy in the National Leagu,.

•

Cured by Bullet

-P

The make-or-break fact,a- now
Milwaukee's kid pitching.
The Braves have given away
plenty in two major deals. including a • trio of pitchers Wei won a
total of 30 games last season, but
they achieved needed repairs at
other positions and figure to .grve
the-eonficlent-.broke a dandy- tight.
Key aquisitions are outfielder
Drs. Schiff and Kern igasoned
that the cowpox antibodies saw Bobby Thomson from the Giants
infielder Danny O'Connell
little or no difference. between and
cowpox and herpes simpe x yetis- from the Pirate', both good hitdefenders.
adequate
and
es, either—which would he a con-. ters
hands surrendered
elusive demonstration of a dela- Among top
tionship as close as that of sister& were pitcher Max Suck int 11--1
But evidently herpes simplex vir- to Pittsbureh, pitchers' Johnny
uses were plenty, tough, judging Antonelli 12-12 and Den Liddle 7-8
•
from the volume of cowpox anti- to the, Giants.
bodies which were stimulated into
Brooklyn bosses, regaining big
being.
Don Newcombe from tly2 Army,"
Some of -the 68 patients were are inclint-d to pass off, Milwauvaccinated as many as eight times, kee's trading efforts as not too
some as few as two The vactina- important in the upcoming race,
tions were two weeks apart. There for the Braves traded away men
were only nine - recuriences of fruitless challenge last year. But
heipes simplex among them—and who had won 30 games in the
the atjacks were milder than they while the experts prefer to overlook "games loaf' in appraisals
had been.
ARTIFICIAL BREEDING
are it's also true Milwaukee's trio
viruses
simplex
Herpes
HELPS TO BUILD HERD
sleepers, the doctors pointed out. dropped a total of 23. Further'Fever, too much sun - or a chaage more. Surkont didn't win 'a game
in hormonal production seem to after July • 24.
Except for NeWtomlie. the DodHow Claudi• McCoy and R. W. awaken them. Then they raise
Johnston of Fayette county are ned over patches of the skin. gers are standing pat. The Philusing artificial breeding to build These • eruptions uSually ejsippear lies, tiea with St. Ldbis for third '
a high producing dairy herd is. in 7 to 10 days. But some victims* place, helped themselves by gr .hreported by the Dairy Section of seem never *izi get rid of the virus
the Iniiversity or Kentucky. Three permanently; they are attack
HOlstein- cows recently completed again and again.
305 day records of more than 9,003
pounds of milk each and several
heifers in the herd have been
giving 50 pounds of milk or more

Thomson replaces aging Sid Gordon, who - moved to Pittsburgh,
giving Manager Charlie Grimm an
outfield of Thomson, Jim Bruten,
and Andy Pafko with Jim Pendleton in. reserve On the infield are
Joe Adcock, Johnny Logan, Johnny Dittmer. Eddie Mathews and
as
the
O'Connell
hard-hitting
"swing man" at any position but
tirst base. Del Crandell is a dandy
catcher.
So it's up to the pitehing of
which Grimm is mighty proud, to
determine how far the Braves can
1.go. He has Warren Spghn 23-7
Bob Buhl 13-8. Lew Burdette
15-5 and back from service comes
Chet Nichols, who led the league
-in earned run averages in 1951.
"We have some other good
,youngsters on our staff and more
on the farms." says Grimm. "Milwaukee isn't worried about pech.
log'

EDWARD GREY. shown In court
In Pittsburgh where he pleaded
guilty to the - mercy' killing
of his slater Elizabeth, 48. is
the subject of one of the most
startling revelations ever made
In a court According to the
Behavior clinic report, when he
shot himself In the bead and
mouth after killing We sfstiiir-July 13, be accidentally performed a delicate brain operation that changed his character.
Doctor, saidlprey had been far
from normal mentally, but the
shock and severing of the brain
lobes Drought him to complete
normalcy The report says he
has no recollection of the shooting „ et the time, ponce said he
told them his slater was intoxicated and cried, "Kill mel I
want to die!" (Infernattonol)

BIG
LAUNDRY
SPECIAL!
Wash, Dry
And Fold
BUNDLE

LOUISIANA TO MOROCCO BY JET--4,775 MILES
Phone 404

Hearing Aid Consultant

From the

99e

M. D. Deneke Co. Established 16 years

in Cape Girardeau, Mo. Serving the hard of hearing.
Mr. C. Ivan Owens one of our representatives will
be at Hotel National in Murray, Wednesday, February 10 from 9:00 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. to give free
audiorntric hearing tests and also to show and dem-

[)NS

,

20lbs.

NOTICE

Read Our Classifieds

• drunk
. officers:
Visco'"

With 3 Shirts
Finished 25c
Cash and Carry
Individually Washed!
Fast Service

onstrate the very latest in all transister hearing aids.
Including the famous Maico and Audivox line plus
many others.

art

transister.

Also

the

world

famous

Zenith

all

Pants, shirts
and
dresses
from these bundles finished
on request.

We have a hearing aid to fit your hear-

ing problem and your pocket book.

BOONE

Easy payment

plan available.

and Clinton
Committee members Spessard Holland (left), Florida
coffee and listen.
I'. Anderson, New Mexico, both Democrats, sip

'LROW

Your Hearing Is Our Business 111

MAP (RACES route of the 301st medium bombardment wing from Barksdaie Air Force Base. i.a..
to French Morocco they will fly non-atop, with refueling by tankers in the air probably in the
Bermuda area.. About 45 B-47 Stratojets will make the flight soon to oe based there two monins.

Laundry

-

Cleaners

South Side Court Square

Car Buyers Hit Jackpot at Parker Motors
NEW PRICE REDUCTIONS ARE ANNOUNCED ON NASH AUTO MOBILES

You Can Save From $30 to $210 on the New 19541Nash

t in your opening
for the motel

Agency
Phone 483

P

r

ALL MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM - - - - MA-NT COLOR COMBINATIONS FOR
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
HURRY!
HURRY

PARKER MOTORS

OUR PLEASURE
-at
Kentucky's Oldest Nash Dealer
Seventh And Main

•
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Club News
Weddings
&—

. -M
Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 55 or 1150
Dinner Meeting Garden
Department Is Held
On Thursday Evening •
•

ERSONALS

Activities
Locals

First Aid Discussed
By Field Instructor
At Girl Scout Meeting
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KIENTUCHT

Saturday, February 13
The Captaui Wendell (Jury chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution will meet with
Mrs. W. P. Roberts at two-thirty
°CLOCK. Mrs. J. D. Peter atm aril
be the cohostess.
Circles of the WMS of the First
.• • •
Baptist Church will meet at twoFIRE PROTECTION
thirty o'clock as follows: I with
COLUNIBLIA, Ohio ari—The ooiMrs. R. W. Churchill; II with
=buil lire department quickly
Mrs. E. C. Parker; III with Mrs.
extinguished a 9500 blaze at the
Jesse Roberts; IV with Mrs. Fred
Corp. Thursday. SeaSeaorave
Schultz.
grave manufactures pre fighting
•.• •
equipment.
Murray Star chapter No 433
OLD TIMER
Order of the Eastern Star will
LOS GATOS, Calif. 28--A young
meet at the Masonic Hall at seven. be an tianclit walked into CharlesACrab's
fifteen o'clock. There will
gas station Thursday and lianded
initiation.
• • • •
rims a note demanding money.
When the would-be robber threatWednesday, February 111
to tut Crabb "with a tire
The Arts and Crafts Club will ened
grabbed the youth by
meet with Mrs Kate Kirk at her iron", Crabb
of the neck and the
home, 603 Main Street, at two- the scruff
seat of the pants and heaved him
thirty o'clock.
out the door.
• • • •
Crabb to 86.
Thursday. February 11
The Young Women's Class of the
First Baptist Church will have a
dinner meeting at the Woman's
Club House at SIX O.CIOCK. Husbands or other guests are invited.
• • • •
Tuesday, February 9
The GAs and Sunbeams of the
Five Point Baptist Mormon will
meet at the liaptarit Student Center at three-thirty o'cloek.
• • • •

Mrs. Floyd Pendergrass fell last Troop 10
Mrs, Douglas Given and son.
The Garden Department of 'the
Lit Mrs. week and sustained a broken leg. Shirley Andrus, Scribe
home
the
at
ore
Steven,a
held
Murray Woman's Club
MrograMotannosi— She as -now a pamout a. the vw.• Mesdames H. B. Haney ir.--and
'Ammer -Meeting to members and---Creveitv wrests,1
her husband is ler Gilliam tiospitai. Mayfield.
while
Alton Rogers, Leauers
C..Harreri.
guests ot the club house Thursday
I
• • • •
states
Unitea
the
with
duty
sea
We met at the scout cabin. Paul
on
evening at seven o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Etnridge o
spent lanatm.os
-I Love talked to us about First A-Ta
A most interesting moving pic- Navy. Mr. Given
with n.s family Paducah and Mr. George Ethridge and showed us what to do in case
ture tiOn was hown on "Roses- and New Years
expected to return of California were the Sunday of an emergency. He is field infrom Jacason Perkins. Mrs. M. U. here and is
latter part of guests of relatives in the county. structor and First Aid and water
Wrather, Mrs. C. C. Farmer and to the state inc
• • • •
!safety for the state of Kentucky.
Mrs. A. W. Simmons sere in March.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Miller and
Pam Mahan brought cup cakes
program.
charge of the
with
week
Dr. and Mrs. Charles V. Farmer children spent the past
for refreeshrnents. There are le in
was the title
"Easter Parade
of Chicago. reiatoses in Florida.
our troop.
of the akit presented with Mrs. and daughter, Patrol*
• • • •
iii. S antlers
21. B. Bailey, Jr.. in charge of her La, are the guests en
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Clutch*
hat strop. Her customers were Mr. parents. !do and
A. L. ki-sei'ell were Mr. area Mr*. Troop lit
Clarence Roliwedder, Mr. Mai H. -Farmer. North •Tenth Street--•
Charlie 1. Arnett and children. Peggy Wilson, Scribe
Churchill. Mr. Freed Cotharn. Mr.
Kearny and W
Mr. and Mrs. James MOus Rus- Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hazlett Mesdames J. M.
D. L. Ilhvelbra.s. and Mr. George
H. Brooks, leaders
are toe and son. Mr. G L Bazaell, Mr.
Six
Route
Murray
of
sell
Hart. Each of the gentlemen putand Mr; Terrell,
parents of a soli weigna.o :even and Mrs. Jennings Turner and Mrs. C. B. Jones
„chased a hat anti as eaci of the
assistant leaders.
nine ounces born at the son. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Carter,
pounds
men lined up an applatiae meter
We made pot holders out of
Murray Hospital Tuesaay Febru- Mr. and Mrs. Lester Keller and
as used to decide the b. al winloops on a loom. Mrs. Jc.nes"read
children.
2.
ary
o Mr. Ronweader rec,oved the
to us while we worked. The story
• • • •
tie which was a huge corsage
The South Murray Homemakers
was "Cindy Keeping Store". We
Connie Sue is the name chosen
wilted gladioli tied wail matchwill meet with Mrs. Walter
Club
the
in
Wedneaday
every
meet
by. Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Conroy
Ing ribbon.
Training School. There are 12 in Miller at one-thirty o'clock.
, Birdsong- of Golden Pond for their
our troop.
The club house was beautifully little girl born at the Murray
ecorated in Me Valentine motif Hospital Wednesday. February 3.
The Five Point Missitra Creele
Group I of the Christian Womwith large hearts being suspended The baby weighed six pounds 15
will meet with Mrs. Howard Lisen's Fellowship of the First Christ- Troop 15
from the chandelier. Hearts and . ouncLs.
anby at three o'clock. 'Dr. Craig
ian Church held its regular meet- Leah Caldwell, Scribe
• • • •
'arrows were placed around the •
China will be the speaker.
Wallace
from
William
Mrs.
Leaders.
twoat
afternoon
Tuesday
ing
• • • •
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
” large picture at one eno of the
and Mrs. Wayne Doran
thirty o clock in the home of Mrs.
Hiram
ol
room The mantle was centered Grover Wallace Ford
the
with
February 12
meeting
our
Friday.
started
We
Guthrie Churchill.
;Ewith a large heart With
cupid 'Route One on Wednesday. lettruThe West Hazel Homemakers
Auburn Wells presented the Brownie Promise Way nette Doran
Mr.
placed on each end Arrongements lary 3, at the Murray Hosnital. The
with Mrs. Coil
program for the afternoon. His and Nell Pugh took up the dues. Club will nowt
`4sof red gLadoils adorned the cock-'Baby weighed six poililOS rifle
Eva Phillips at ten o'clock.
discussion was entitled "Such Is We have a new mernter.
• • • •
il
and the piano Each of ounces and nas been namea HaroThe Work'' in which he told of Caron Overcast We talked about
tables was centered with ld Thomas.
The North Murray Homemakers
what our Brownie Promise and
churches
the
of
various
the
work
• • • •
arts also.
the Girl Scout Laws mean. We Club will meet with Mrs.. W111.
around the warrld.
•
, Mr. "and Mrs. T. C. Hargrove ana
Rose at one-thirty o'clock.
learned a new singing game.
by
Mrs.
given
Was
The
devotion
Hoatesses for the evening trete chsidier, hose gone to Arizona to
()try Paschall.
Mrs. E C. Parker, Mrs.. 011ie mouse their home.
The hostesses—Mrs. Ottis ChurcBrown. Mrs. Tended Wrather.
hill. Mrs. C, B t'air, Mrs. Lola
Fred fichuRr... Mrs. Canoe HenJones and 111tss Frankie Holland
dor.. Mrs T B Hoganoz
aria
—served refreshments to the fit'Mrs Maurice Crass
teen inendsers and IOW VAINIU—
Seventy wisedesss arid guests atThe home of Mrs. Frank Hol- MI.. Billy 3dcKeel, Miss Voline
tended the special dinner meeting.
comb on North Seventh Street Pool, Mrs. Everett Jones and Mr.
was the scene of the meeting of Wells.
.
• •
•
•
.0
Nalifnarillatinsn'0.0""
- tins ur "Osv
igrwe
N aSHVILLE. Tenn W'—A letter First Christan Church held Wedfilleora the Once ,,f Sen George nescioy evening.
postal
Puzzled
*alone
R-Nev
Group singing was enjoyed by
'fierks until they chocked their the group with Mrs. R. L. Wade
redo d.als
playing the piano.
The letter uas addressee' to
The Woman's Society of ChristRefreshments were served to the
Kilocycles.
Baker. 650
-Harold
ian Service of the First Methodist
seventeen riser:opera by the hosNasholle. Tenn' It was dehveird
held its general meeting at
tesses- Mrs. Holcomb, Mrs. Mau! Church
to Baker, ocas director of ream
the church .Tuesialay afte.noon at
Crass. Mrs. CIyêS104es and
rice
,
station WuM, whirl has a iretwo-thirty o'clock with tie presiMra_thry Paschall
ipier,y of f•Osi kilocycles
dent, Mrs. V. E. Windsor 'presiding
Circle I with Mrs. E. A. Tucker,
choirman, presented the program
for the afternoon. Mrs Tucker
gave the inspirational d2.votion.
Lovely vocal solos were sung
by Mrs. Bobby Grogan and Mrs.
Congles Wall's. Mrs. Groan sang
-Lord You Know I Want To Be
A Christian- and Mrs. Wsilis sang
"Lord When Today."
"WSCS Work Among the Neg.
conrues In The South" was the subALBERT C. BEESON, whose nomination to the NLRB is under
ject of the program and talks were
si ieration by the Senate labor committee, sits in a hearing with
given by Mrs. C. B. Ford, Mrs. A.
his wife in Washington during discussion concerning his pending
F. Doran. and Mrs. J. r.
pension from the Food Machinery and Chemical corporation of
Miss Alice Waters closed the meetSan Jose, Cant It was argued that he "has a vital Interest in
ing with prayer.
returning to the company' to obtain the pension and thus is
The meeting was opened with
Involved In "a conflict of interests." (isternationsi flossadpholo)
the group singing "I Love Thy
Kingdom Lord'. and Mrs. Paul
T. Lyles led the opening prayer.
Announcement was made of the
district meeting to be hela in Fulton February lg.' The Bible study
on the book of Jeremiah which
was planned for the first of February is being postponed unto a
lotto date.
Brief reports from the training
course on WSCS which was taught
in the standard training school
were given by Mrs. Winclaor. Mrs.
J B. Farris, Mrs. Paul Lyles and
Mrs C. L. Vaughn

• • • •
Churchill Home Scene
February Meeting Of
Group I Of The CWF

k

HEARS ARGUMENTS ABOUT SELF

Mrs. Frank Holcomb Is
Hostess- For Meeting

Woman's Society Of
Christian Service Has
General Meeting Tuesday

HI, BABY'

POSTER BOY GOES FASHIONABLE

WITH A "Hi. baby' and • XISI. actor Humphrey Bogart cries
wife Lauren Bacon at Rome a Ciarrpino airport co ter arrival
rinternotiorour
to pin nr.m_ Bogart is Mere at work on etrn.
-—
-

Mrs.' Madelle Talent
Opens Home. For Meet
Of Business Women

Mrs. Modelle Talent opined her
home on North Twelfth Street for
the mentiog of the Busnieso Wornen'a Circle of the Womon's Pdss‘
.sioriary Society of the First BapOst Church held Monday evening
. at seven -thirty ricloce.
• The Royol Service program on
, the subject of "Migrants" was peetented by the .chairman of the
circle, Mm Ethel Ward11413i Ruth Houston presented
the first part of the misoon study
for home missions on the book.
"In EV41313ehrtes 'Country- by John
A guaranteed Hernia Service. Being offered by the
Caylor
The last part will be
taught at the March meeting.
M. D. Den.eke Surgical Co. Established 16 years in
The hostesses. Mrs. Tar, nt and
Mrs
. o Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
Laureme
POtilfl, served refreshments to the sixteeo members and three visitors present
Our Representative Mr. Hal Cole Phillaps, will be at

•

t

The National Hotel, Wednesday, February 10, 9 to

p

•

Jubilee, the Aga Khan,
ARRIVING IN KARACHI for his Platinum
from a BOAC
spiritual leader of Ismaili Moslems, ip assisted
The Aga Khan ts 76,
plane Behind him is hls wife, the Begum.
as leader, (fstermatioual),,
and the occasion marks his 70th year

Holland Drug Store
Will Be Open This Sunday

Women Reflect Mood Of
The Times By Clothes
They Wear: Designer
By, ELIZABETH TOOMEY
United Press Stall Conespoodent
PARIS (6'i—Women reflect the
mood of the times in the clothes
they wear, says Pauline Trigere.
so designers better start turning
out "serious" clothes.
Miss Trigere is a Frenchwoman
who has forecast more than one
fashion in her Seventh Avenue
business headquarters. She was
the first to cut sleeves snort on
spring coats and start making
the "semi-loose" princess dress.
Now, she says.. the tensions of
uneasy peace and economic worries have women in a serious
mood—a mood they'll unconsciously reflect when they go shopping
The clothes Miss Trircre designed for spring to hear out her
forecast include shiltwa;st silk
daytime dresses. dark wool and
silk iumpers of boarding schoo:
simplicity worn with white blouses
and short evening dresses without

for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. for Church Hour

CAPITOL

SUN.-MON.

7i8OciTair
VAISSMULLER
LE JIM
JUNGai

Scorching, screaming jung

The evening dresses, both short
and long, often have a halter neck
made even more. concealing in
froct by a matching ascot, attached at the back so It can be
brought around the neck, looped
over and tucked into .the bodice.
There wasn't a bouffant skirt
in the lot though one black and
white evening dress had a white
mat snapped
taffeta over-tunic
around the waist to give a littlegirl flare to the black floor-length
sheath underneath.
Miss Trigere still believes the
"semi-loose.' princess dress is flattering to many figures. It tits
smoothly at the hips, but indents
only slightly at the waist A mere
suggestion of a flare begins low
at the hips to keep the dresses
from being severly straight.
Other designers. who showed
their spring collections Friday in
the last day of Press Week sponsored by the New York Dress Institute. take a less serious view of

-- PLUS —
BIG 30 MINUTE CARTOON FESTIVAL

1

LAST TIMES TONIGHT ____
Rex Allen and Nan Leslie
us "IRON MOUNTAIN TRAIL"

Varsity

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT

Guy Madison and Frank Lovejoy in
"CHARGE AT FEATHER RIVER"
— SUNDAY and MONDAY

ALAN LAD

the future.
Nettie Rosenstein predicts the
greatest print dress boom in many
a spring. She uses printed satin.
flower -printed silk surah, warpprinted silk taffeta and printed
silk georgette in various spring
dreses.
Pink, a very un-serious color
is having a burst of popularit
too. In wool, silk, and even in
nylon velvet bathing suits. a pink
is intended for women of all ages
The bolero dress, often so intricate you can't recognize the racket
as a separate bolero, is a frequent
favorite. Samuel Winston uses both
square. double breastel boleros
and puffy. short boleros that just
cover the shoulders. .61,iny have
large collars in contrastirof colors
and faboLs
. There CVi•ri is a pull-over bolero
—this is _MIAS Trigere's idea, It's
sleeveless. boat-neeketto ane hangs
full just to the seam of an empirecut shish waistline

At his greatest...
ripping your
emotions with
thrills!

110 GENN
51.

•••••.4.1
Saki

STENEll,

PLUS
and LATEST NEWS

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENT,
Coonakir
Firs
Automobile

NOTICE
Truss Expert

•

GETS HIS WEIGHT IN PLATINUM

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Gatlin Building

Telephone 331

Kentucky

Murray,

Dees Make • Differs's@ Who Writes Your Immunised%
-

Get

the

SPACE

Get
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BEAUTY...Get
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BUY
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4:30.
ATLANTA IP—Waltera F
Defloe. 32. of Portland. Ore, collected his 45th governor's autograph
Complete Satisfaction Guaranteed or your Money
Thursday from Herman Trilmanee.
Refunded
- After • collenting the autograph
Devine. hopped on hi, Ingycle to
Ultra Modern - Sanitary - Lightweight - Collifortabie
visit three remaining . state copitala
on the Platioi.wide tour he started
•
# on Msiv 5 1"‘t

1

1954 March of Dimes
EYES SPARKUNG, 4-year•ol1 Debbie Damns,
show in New York
poster boy, appears at March of Dimes fashion
undesoto)
)coo)eit a for. ffut•rnotin•uaflo
wh,
olth•A.nn(--.-arv

Riley Furniture & Appliance Co.
510 West Mans Street

Telephone 587
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TVA News Letter

MOMBASA, Kenya 1111-A
elephant leading his herd ace
railroad track was killed elo
a jury of nationally prominent a
collided with a train Tuesinai
Magahe
the
by
d
appointe
s
architect
The main was not damaged.
night.
ure.
Architect
ive
Progress
zine of
among
was
design
The Gallatin
Electhose considered in the "inaustry transformers. $4,802; Genera!
category.
tric Company. Chattanooga, trans-

IN PLATINUM

Visitors 'to 18 TVA duins and
two major steam plants in 1953
6,730.400,
estimated
an
totaled
neatly a million more than in 1952
when an estarnated 5,748,7M visited
the plants. TVA said today.
apartment, private back and front
Kentucky Darn. near Paducah,
former windings, $475,5111, ReynFORD cumal 2-DOOR,
TVA today announced owaro se
entrances, private bath, ground again led all others with 967,300.
1 . 1 9 5 1 CHEVROLET D la 1. U XE. 181
i
4A
olds Metals Co., Laster/ill, Ala,
radio, heater. Reduced
contracts:
conductor
for
and really nice. Reduced to Fordomatic,
Moor. Available March 1. Inquire h was the sixth consecutive year ttle todowing
heater
three- contracts
SALE
$895.00. See it today at Murr. y
.(ft3c) the Kentucky Dam was host to
John rieviar Stemma Plant: Worth- cable. $172.788. $146.281, and $181,e Co.
Crass
Furnitur
at
$795.00. Drive it today. Murray to
ion, K n o xvi 1 e,
Inc.. 605 W. Main, Murray,1..
1
•
Motors Inc., d05 W. Math, Murray 1Motors
more visitors than any other TVA ington Corporat
850 respectively; General Electric
(ac, FOUR ROOM HOUSE NEAR
pumps manufactured in Harrison, Co., Hudson Falls, N Y. capaciWO Kentucky.
.
• 1051 HARM AlitRASSADUR Kentiacky,
seeond
was
Dam
Norria
,
structure
elecg
includin
hed
--furnis
college
'-It
f132,N.Y.,
bctight
ady,
e.
Schenect
TTis--tile
automobile:with 962,400; Chickamaaga Dam N.J., and'
tor equipment. $1793188.
1950 FORD 2 TON, 2 SPEED tric stove and refrigerator. Call
.
Circuit Breaker Comnew, need the money ta finish
was third with 811,700; .1.0 Fon- 200; 1-T-E
(f8p.)
Another good buy at 738-M-2 night, 693-W-1 day
axle.
FENCrear
WELL,
SALE:
FOR
unit.
toit
power
see
FARM
pnia,
pany, Pnilaciel
my house. Prire cheap,
INCOME TAX RETURNS PRE tana fourth with 811.100.
-$695.00. Murray Motors Inc., 805
n, $369,235; Flint Steel
day at my borne, 305 Wooalawn-- ed, 3b acres, everlasting spring
ENT pared.
Phone
Reasonable rate
(tfc) ONE NICE 3 ROOM APARTM
490,600; substatio
Loudoun
Ky.
Fort
Murray,
Others:
Main,
W.
Also a nice building tot. Fred water, mile east of town. Six room
water.
MOO
Tulsa, Okla., structucold
and
ion,
Corporat
Hot
547-J.
unfurnished.
Pickwick Landing Dam 481,300;
ifhpi stone house with basemont, conMoCluie
A SPLENDID 85 bath, first floor. At 1305 W. Poplar
Cherokee 'al steel, $12.1,1,063; Soutnern cast
SALE:
350.900;
FOR
Dam
Douglas
OF TMANKS
CARD
Inc.. Knoxville, precrete porch. Chicken house, stock acre farm, good 7 room house, near high school. Availatae now.
Dam 303,100; Watts Bar Dam 233,- Stone Co.,
COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES, 6 barn, corn crib. 'smoke house,
We wish to wish our ueep aproot and floor stales. aizo,b5k
barn, good Call 618.
cast
-lock
stall
232.300;
8
Dam
Holston
garage,
South
800;
registered.
A K.C.
old.
weeks
young orchard.
preciation to our friends and
brooder house,
Kingston Steam Pleat: Wcrthinghouse, wash
Watauga Dam 209,800; GuntersBlack; Chain:pion blood line. Call Spring water in barn lot. Garden tobacco barn. poultry
neighbors for the kindness and
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"Why didn't you marry Eleacould live alone in the
you and
CHAPTER ONE
nbthing wrong nor?" she asked intently.
'IS ANYTHING wrong, dar- world, you could do
"I didn't love her."
Nothing!"
ing 7"
Shelly waited.
She smiled at him. "But
"No. Why amide anything ..."
"And I met you."
me.at
looking
alone.
keep
Live
"You
"That's it! We don't
She sighed, and smiled happily.
stepaes came out ot his own We live in • small city,"Crliwded "Thank
you, darling. Stephendressing room to look even more with my patients-- He laughed
my pink dress-at
And wily "More or lees crowded," he ainena- you don't like
intenUy al Shelly
least not for today?"
anouldn t • man took at nis wife 7" ed. "But it certainly IS crowded
-11 like it, Shelly It's just-'
In the mirror, net vtolet eyes with my family. Cerra an over the
She crossed the room swiftly. '1
smiled at nim. -It wasn't exactly place! Anti 1 know it was nerd know," she galled neck from the
"You
.
• critical look." she analyzed
tor you to come in, a stranger, distance of ner own dressing room
don't like me in pink." she said and have to tit yourself into-"
family sort of dress;
"It isn't
putting
He
was
..."
darling
"My
Especially, thought Shelly. when and this is a family sort or party!"
any
you-In
like
"I
shoes.
on ma
none of that "crowd" did anything
Tie followed her to the doorway,
color!"
to make a place for me. But she and she turned to look at nun
Shelly touched the three coral didn't speak.
gravely Her hair just missed being
roses which she had tucked Into
"I Know our local society must red and at times her eyes took as
her nett She stepped back from
seem pretty absurd to you at smoky•blue tones. "You must rethe mirror to look again at the
times," Stephen went on in a wor- member, though." she cold mon
dress. Deceptively simple - and
ried tene. -And for good reasons! seriously, -that your family •xslender
a
costly - it was primarily
But, still, darling, this is your pects me to took like the night
lame.
sheath of pink
home, and will be-and wouldn't club singer you married. darling."
to
us
expect
will
mother
"Your
you be nappier it you tried to like Her gentle voice softened at the
be dressed up," she said In an
our parties? You'll never adjust wince In his eyes. "Iii tact, I'm
anxious tone.
by staying away from luncheon' pretty sure they like being shocked
"Mother doesn't care what we
and clue meetings-I'm thinking all over again whenever they are
wear."
In you! l really am. You'd be hap- reminded of what you did.'
Well, of course, I meant the
-Then, by all means," he said
pier. I'm sure, at .you'd- Oh, Lord!
enmity as a whole Her birthday
of this! I gruffly, "wear the slinky dress!
nium
mirRing
I'm
."
is one of the rituals..
wouldn't change • hair on y sur Let them De shocked!"
Otephen settled his jacket
She was out of the pink dress
beautiful head! But, still, l know
neck
Me
against
and into one of heavy white silk,
you'd be nappler if..
She smiled at hlm. "I'm not be"If," she said softly, "I'd stop only faintly gleaming: Its long
ing captious, darting Really I'm
being Shelly and become-well- skirt was billowy, and there wis •
not. Of course your mothee's
row of vioiets tucked into the
let's say, Eleanor Walsh."
birthday Is important. And of
The name quivered in the ale bodice top-the powers did woncourse you want me to look Just
on
derful things to tier eyes, and as
as It too frequently quivered
right."
he stooped to kiss her. Stephen
nerves.
)3helly's
to
started
and
He came to her
Now Stephen was frowning. approvingly stroked the silky velthen
ter,
around
arm
put his
Oh, you can't be vet strap upon her shoulder. At its
.
"Are you
looked in alarm at her bkre shoultouch, the thought that the must
jetfoils of Eleanotl"
ders. "Powder 7"
lose him soon-en soon!--etabbed
"Why „can't I?"
"Of course." She smiled at film
thy...aught- her. She thrust it reso"Are you?"
provocatively, and gingerly he bent
lutely from hex mind, turned to
"Of course I am."
toward tier, kissed her lips.
"There's no need." Ills tmderllp select a short coat of pale green,
Chuckling, he went over to the
and announced herself as ready.
stubbornly.
Jutted
sturle
a
selected
fireplace and
A busy doctor, he hail left _Me
you," said
not with
"Maybe
arrangethe
white blossom from
Shelly quickly. "But with your car at the curb In front of The
vuses.
mantel
bisque
the
in
ment
darling - certainly, they brick house, and now he opened
There was still a shadow in his tamilv,
waiting for Har.like Eleanor, and deplore your that door without
fine bine eyes "Perhaps you're
ry who, with Donna,comprised the
tn wives."
having an overdose of family to- choice
household.
"It never was any of their bust- servant stall of
day," he said thoughtfully. "Didn't
doum the
Shelly preceded
declared firmly.
you play cards at Ruth's this netts," he
away
skirts
full
-Perhaps it was their business, steps, lifting ner
afternoon?"
t," her soft voice said from the bricks, and paused at
somewha
answered
she
"
Stephen,
"No,
gently. "Their sense of tamily is the edge of their lawn to let •
coolly, "I didn't go"
that of dynasty young woman go past on the paveFie took • cigaret from the little strong. It's almost
-we don't mention ment
box on the table, and lit It with The money, too
This girl was tall, her head tied,,
course, but the
great care She so disliked the such things, of
the same. The in • scarf against the autumn
occasional tirnes when he tried to money's there, just
its obligations. And chill: her dark eyes glowed as she
force his family to accept the business, and
knew her, they looked at the festive couple spotthey
Eleanor
their
against
bride of his choice
of her. She lighted in the radiance of the
expect
to
what
knew
that
matter,
that
Iii
decision
own
so neatly Into lamps beside their tront door. Her
she was relieved when be launched would nave fitted
tongue touched her upper lip, and
into a mild lecture on the subject their picture."
She turned now to look at Ste- she smiled • little.
of her own behavior.
"Good evening!" said Or, Carr
against a
"Don't misunderstand me. dar- phen who was leaning
pleasantly, and Shelly bowed,
ling," be said in his nice way of post of the teetered bed, watching
(To Be Conlotuad)
never wanting to hurt anyone. "11 her,
flys...11,0
"11.2.2, 1051, Issr raiiaa too, ?2,12.,.1. roarainetal Issr t(In. eaeierea
,
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WORKING
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By Al Cape
LIU ABNER
HE PAID ME 1110,000
FOR YOU TO PUNCH
HIM Its1,THE WISEPI
1
THAT 1110,0Mb
MINE.

I PAID it 10,000 FO
PAPP"?
YOU To PUNCH HIM..
I.
; -*YOU DIDN'T—SO
4
.
SAVED
I'LL TAKE 1..,/
mcn..4E.Y E'rACKfi

By R,aebara Van Bores
ABBIE an' SLATS
YOU POOR THING; IMAGINE
THEM DRAGGING VOU DOWN
TO THE POLICE STATION
FOR QUESTIONING
YOU TAKE A LONG NAP,
DEBORAH, PEAR AND I'LL FETCH
YOU SOME TEA,
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

The LEDGER

KEEP THIS HANDY

TV
GUIDE

Television Schedules
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:raD

Call 1054
For Electric Wiring
of All Kinds
•

Plan Your
NEW BATH ROOM
with us now
•
Plumbing

Supplies

Calhoun Plumbing
& Electric Co.
Phone 1054

101 N. 3rd

CHUCKS
FOR
RECORDS

Five Top Popular
Records
Oh Mein Papa
That's Amore
Stranger in Paradise
Tony Bennett
Secret Love
Stranger in Paradise
Four Aces
Five Top Hilbilly Records
There Stands The Glass.
Bimbo
Let Me Be The One
Wake Up Irene
I Really Don't Want t,
Know.

CHUCK'S
MUSIC CENTER
Phone 1458

10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
12:15
11:25
1230
1:30
2:00
230
3.00
3:30
4:00
4:15
4:30
5.00
5 55
6:00
6- 15
6 10
6.45
7:00
7:30
800
8130
9:30
10:00
Ire 15
10 25
t0:30

8

Billboard
Ding Dong School
Breakfast In Holla wood
Hawkins Falls
Three Steps To Heaven
Ask la'aAiington
Devotional Momenta
Bride and Groom
Morning Matinee
News
Billboard
Lueheon at the Noel
Kitchen Kollege
Kate Smith
Kate Smith
Welcome Traveler
On Your Aare un t
Opry Matinee
Let's Find Out
Howdy DoodY
Western Corral
Weather Report
Televkit
Farm Furrows
The Chimps
News Caravan
Name The Tune
Howard Barlow
If Led Three Lives
Robert Montgomery
Who Said That
Views of the News
Sports Rourd-Up
Do You Know Why
Mr. and Mrs North

4:15
4-30
5:00
' 555
6.00
630
6 45
700
730
8 00
900
9-30
10 00
10 15
10:30

" 0.30
9-00
9 30
10.00
10;15
1030
10-45
11:00
11•15
.12:15
12:25
12-30
1:30
2-00
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:15
430
5-00
5:55
6a00
6-30
6:45
7-00
7 30
11 00
8.30
9:00
9:30
10-00
10- 15
" 1010
11 00

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 9
8o30 Billboard
9:00 Ding Done School
9:30 Breakfast In Hollywood
10:00 Hawkins Falls
10:15 Three Steps To Heaven
10:30 Ask Washington
10;45 Ann Ford
1100 Br ide and Gfoom
11:15 Mornings Matinee
12:15 News .
12.25 Billboard
-.1t.30 Luncheon At The Nrel
1:30 Kitchen Kollege
2-30 Kate Smith
3:00 Welcome Travelers
3:30 On Your Account
4 00 Opry Matinee
4:15 Let's Find Out
4:30 Howdy Ek.ody
5:00 Western Corral
555 Weather Report
6:00 Cisco Kid
6.30 Driah Shore
6.45 News Caravan
700 Milton Searle
800 Fireside Theatre
8.39 Circle Theater
900 RFD Nashville
o 30 Fred Allen
10:00 Views of the News
10-15 Sports Round-Up
1030 Campbell Sound Stage
WED!NESDAT. FEBRUARY 10
11:00 Night Watch
•
8:30 Billboard
•
i,9:00 Dmg Dong Sahoo'
9 30 Breakfast In Hollywood
10:00 Haw:ions Falls
10- 15 Three Steps To Heaven
10:30 Ask Washington
10.45' Devotional Moments
1100 Bride ar.d Groom
11 15 Morning Matinee
1245 News
12:25- Billboard
12:30 Luncheon At The NeJ
1 30 Kitchen Kollege
200 Kate Smith
2.30 Kate Smith
3.00 Welcome Travelers
330 On Your A,count
30 ei

5-no
5-56
6 00
6:30
6:45
7 00
7:30
8 00
030
9-00
9-45
10.00
10 15
10- 25
10:30
11:00

MONDAY, FEBRUARY
Copyright 1954

11

Billboard
ring Dong School
Breakfast in Hollywood
Hawkins Falls
Three Steps To Heaven
Ask Washington
Ann Ford
Bride and Groom
Morning Matinee
News
Billboard
Luncheon At The Noel
Kitchen Kollege
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Opry Matinee
Let's Find Out
Howdy Doody
Western Corral
Weather'Report
Ramar of The Jungle
Dinah Shore
News Caravan
Grouch() Marx
Boston Blaekie
Dragnet
Ford Theater
Marti•n Kane
Captured.
Views of The News
Smarts Round-Up
Hit Prricle
St.irs on Parade

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY
8.30
9 00
9 30
10 00
10:15
10:30
10-45
11 00
11:15
12:15
12:25
12-30
1:30
2-00
2-30
3-00
3 30
4.00
4 15
4.30

WSIX-TV- Nashville

Let's Find Out
Howdy Doody
Western Corral
Weather Report
Sky King
What:s In The News
News Caravan
Life With Elizabeth
My Little Margie
TV Theater
This-ta Your Life
I Married Joan
Views Of The News
Sports Roundup
Letter To Loretta

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY

TIMES

12

Billboard
Ding Dona School
Breakfast in Hollywood
Hawkins Falls
Three Steps To Heaven
Ask Washington
Devotional Moments
Bride and Groom
Morning Matinee
News
Billboard
Luncheon At The• Nnel
Kitchen Kollege
Kate Smith
Kate Smith
Weleome Travelers
On Your Account
Opry Matinee
Let's Find Out
Howdy Doody
Western Corral
Weather Report
Superman
To Be Announced
News Caravan
Garrowav At Large
Life With Riley
Big , Story
Victory At Sea
Boxing
Greatest Fights
Views of The News
Sports Round-Tip
Do You Know Why
Meet Mr McNutley
Sleepy Time Down South
(Continned en page 21

(

TV

Week Of February 8 Through Februa ry 13

WSM-TV- Nashville
MONDAY, FEBRUARY

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1954

9:45 Morning Musical
10:00 Arthur Godfrey
10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Valiant Lady
11:15 Love of Life
11:30 Search for Tomorrow
11 -45 Guiding Light
12:00 What's Cooking?
12:30 Garry Moore
12:45 Afternoon Varieties
1:00 Double or Nothing
1:30 Pot Pourri
1:45 a House Party
200 The Big Payoff
230 Bob Crosby Show
3:00 WOman With A Past
3:15 Secret Storm
3:30 Off the Record
4:30 Western Party
545 Sportsnightly
6.00 Armchair Adventure
6:15 Mid-State Edition
6:25 The Weatherman
6:30 Douglas Edwards, Naws
6:45 Perry Como
7:00 Burns and Allen
7:30 Godfrey's Talent Scouts
8:00 .1 Love Lucy
8:30 Red Buttons
9:00 Studio One
1000 Badge 714
10:30 Feature Theater
11:45 Sign Off
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9
9:45 Arthur Godfrey
1030 Strike It Rich
11:00 Valiant Lady
11:15 Love of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
1145 The Guiding Light
12700 What's Cooking?
12:30 Garry Moore
1.30 Pot Pourri
1:45 House Party
2.00 The Big Payoff
2:30 Bob Crosby Show
2.45 After000n Varieties
3:00 Woman With A Past
3:15 Secret Storm
330 Off the Record
4.30 Western Party
545 Sportsnightly
6.03 Armchair Adventure
615 Midstate Edition
6.25 The Weatherman
630 Douglas Edwards, News
-6.45 Jo Stafford
7:00 Bishop Sheen
730 Red Skelton
800 This Is Show Business
1:30 Suspense
9.00 Danger
9:30 Ray Bolger: Where a Raymond
10 00 Into The Night
1030 Feature Theater
11 .45 Sign-Off
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 110
9.45 Morning Musical
f0-00---A•thur Godfrey
10:30 Strike It Rich
11 .00 Valiant Lady
1115 Love of Life
1130 Search for Tomorrow
11:45 The Guiding Light
12 00 What's Cooking?
12:30 Garry Moore
1246 The Pastor
1:00 Double or Nothing
1 30 Pot Pourri
1:45 House Party
200 The Big Payoff
2:30 Bob Crosby Show
3-00 Woman With A Part
3- 15 Secret Storm
3-30 Off The Record
4:30 Western Party

9:30
10:00
10:30
10:40
10:45
11:15
11:45

777:::00
3
25
0

News
9:205 :
TodayTNN
oeI
wa'
8
30
9
8:00

55
102
111 ;
0
800
16
10;00

L
3°
15
0
11:30
12:15

12
2
1::00
30
003°
3
1::00
45

3
4 30
00
5:5
4:3
5:00
10

5
52.
3
5:45
6:00
6:15
65
6
7 00
4
30

73
98:00
00
8:00
10,00
9:30

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 9
7:00
7:25
7:30
7:55
8:00
a 8:25
8:30
8:55
900
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
1:00
1:30
1:45
2:00
300
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:15
5:25
5:30
6:00
6:15
6:30
SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 13
6:445
9 30 Smil& Ed McConnell
71)0
10:00 Winky Dinky and You
10:30 Rod' Brown. Rocket Ranger 8:00
8:30
(Continued on page II
9:00

Today
News
Today
News
Today
News
Today
Morning Meditations
Ding Dong School
Shopping At Home
Hawkins Falls
3 Steps To Heaven
Ask Washington
Bride and Groom
Storyland
Breakfast in Hollywood
Secret.; of Glamour
News
Farm News
Channel Five Club
Homemakers Program
Ptiotoquiz
Berle Olswanger
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
Howdy Doody
Captain Video
Flicker Comics
Weatherman
Superman
Evening Serenade
News Reporter
Dinah Shore
News Caravan
Milton Berle
Fireside Theatre
Circle Theatre
Judge For Yourself

Meditation
Ding Dong School
Shopping At Home
r•k
n iinngs Falls
H
Mai
3 Steps To Heaven
Ask Washington
Bride and Groom
Storyland
Breakfast In Hollywood
News
Farm News
Channel Five Club
Homernakers Program
Photoquiz
Berle Olswanger
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
Howdy Doody
Captain Video
Flicker Comics
Weatherman
Gospel Singer
Hartoons
Evening Serenade
News Reporter
Eddie Fisher
News Caravan
1 Married Joan
I Led Three Lives TV Theatre
This Is Your Life
Playhouse
So
NeuLdstage

Better See

Motorola TV
thew 71' Toe Gawk Medal
Satin-smooth walnut finish cabinetry Also available in Limed Oak or
mahogany finish at slight
extra cost

Model 21 K12W

$299.95

Ward Auto Supply
W. Main

THURSDAY.
7.00
7:25
7:30
7.55
8:00
8:25
8-30
8 55
9 00
930
10.00
10:15
1030
11:00
11:15
11:30
1200
.
12 15
12:30
100
1:30
1:46
2:00
3.00
3 30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5 15
5.25

FEBRUARY

Today
News
Today
News
Today
News
Today
Morning Meditation
Ding Dung School
Shopping At Home
Hawkins Falls
3 Steps To Heaven
Ask Washington
Bride and Groom
Storyland
Breakfast in Hollywood
News
Farm News
Channel Five Club
Homemakers Program
Photoquiz
Berle OLSWanger
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
Howdy Doody
Captain Video
Flicker Comics
Weathermar

11

no other roam
can match!
Hear the 4/46
sensational
demonstration
of the
revolutionary
new

BILBREY
CAR & HOME SUPPLY
E. Main
Phone 886

Emerson

fmairson Modal 734

$269.95
Others As Low As $169.95
Complete Radio and TV Service

21-inch PHILCO
LARRY KERLEY COMPANY
Phone 135East Side Square

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
305 Main Street
Phone 1300
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(Continued on page 71
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Weather
100-4030
1
10:45King
10:45 Rocky
1115 Film Feature
11:45 Sign Off

e•

Today
eday
Today

7:55

•

FRIDAY, FERRUARI 12
9 30 Jack Paar Show
10-00 I'll Buy,That
10 30 Strike It Rich,
11.00 Valiant Lady
11.15 Love of Life
11 -30 Search for Tomorrow
11 45.- The Guiding Light
12.00 What's Cooking?
12:30 Garry Moore
1118 Double or Nothing
_120 Pot Pourri
1:45 Afternoon Varieties
2:00 The Big Payoff
2-30 Bob Crosby
00 Woman With A Past
3 15 Secret Storm
3 30 Off the Record
430 Western Party
.5-45 Sportm ightly
6.00 Armchair Adventure
6- 15 Mid -State Edition
6-25 Weatherman
630 Douglas Edwards, News
6 45 Perry Como
7(10 Mama
730 Topper
800 Playhouse of Stars
830 Our Miss Brooks
9-00 My Friend Irma
9-90 Colonel Flack
10-00 You Asked For It
10-30 Nation's Best Wrestling
11 30 Sign-Off

Victory At Sea
Film Feature
News
Weather
Dave Gamow-ay
Film Feature
Sign Off

WEDNESdAT. FEBRUARY 10

ENJOY TV IN COMFORT

Platform Rockers
film $17.95 up
Restful Ottomans $4.95 up
CRASS FURNITURE CO.
S. 3rd. St.
Phone 381

4t

WMC-T V- Memphis

Sportsnightly
MONDAY. FEBRUARY 8
Armchair Adventure
7:00 Today
Mid-State Edition
News
7:25
Weatherman
7:30 Today
Douglas Edwards, News
7:55 News
Perry Como
8:00 Today
Arthur Godfrey itz friends
8:25 News
Strike It Rich
•
8.30 Today
rve Got A Secret
8:55 Morning Meditation
Blue Ribbon Bouts
9:00 Ding Dong School
The Big Playback
9:30 Shopping At Home
Danny Thomas, Here Comes
10:00 Hawkins Falls
Daddy
10:15 3 Steps To Heaven
10.30 Feature Theater
1030 Ask Washington
11:45 Sign-Off
11:00 Bride and Groom
11:15 Storyland
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 11
11:30 Breakfast in Hollywood
9:45 Arthur Godfrey
12:00 News
10:30 Strike It Rich
12:15 Farm News
1100 Valiant Lady
12:30 Channel Five Club
11:15 Love of Life
1:00 Homemakers Program
11:30 Search for Tomorrow
1:30 Photoquiz
1145 Guiding Light
1:45 Berle Olswanger
12:00 What's Cooking
2:00 Kate Smith
12:30 Afternoon Varieties
3.00 Welcome Travelers
12:45 Garry Moore
3:30 On Your Account
1:30 House Party
4.00 Pinky Lee Show
2:00 The Big Payoff
4:30 Howdy Doody
230 Afternoon Varieties
5:00 Captain Video
245 Until the Doctor Comes
5:15 Flicker Comics
3:00 Woman With A Past
5:25 Weatherman
3:15 Secret Storm
5:30 Stars On Parade
3:30 Off the Record
5:45 Hartoons
4:30 Western Party
6:00 Evening Serenade
5:45 Sportsnightly
6:15 News Reporter
6:00 Armchair Adventure
8:30 Slim Rhodes
6:15 Mid-State Edition
6:45 News Caravan
6:25 Weatherman
7:00 Name That Tun*
610 Douglas 'Edwards, News
7:30 Voice of Firestone
6:45 Jane Freiman
8:00 Cisco Kid
7:00 Pepsi-Cola Playhouse
9:00 Robert Montgomery
7 30 Four-Star Playhouse
9-30 Badge 714
nlo Lux Video Theater
10:00 Wrestling
830 Big Town
10:30 News
900 Philip Morris Playl-ouse
10:40 Weather
930 Place the Face
10:45 Man vs. Crime
113•00 Comeback Story
11:15 Film Feature
10:30 Feature Theater
5:45
6:00
6.15
6:25
5:30
6.45
7:00
8:00
8:30
900
9:45
10:00

11 45 Slim-Off

PROGRAM
A FULL WEEK'S

